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A b stra c t

A Monte Carlo study of excited electron production using the HI detector at the ep 

collider HERA at DESY, Hamburg is presented. Using the process ep —> e*X  —> e ^ X  

kinematic distributions of the events are presented and discussed. The backgrounds due to 

wide angle bremsstrahlung and neutral current deep inelastic scattering events are studied 

and a set of event selection cuts which best isolate the excited electron signal developed. 

Limits on the scale of the production interaction and excited electron masses accessible to 

HERA are presented.
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C h apter 1

In trod u ction

Composite models are one class of theory proposed as an extension to the Standard 

Model. A natural consequence of such theories is the existence of excited states of quarks 

and leptons.

In this thesis a Monte Carlo study of the production and detection of excited electron 

events from ep collisions in the HI detector at HERA (^/s =  314GeV) is presented.

The structure of the report is as follows.

In chapter 2 a brief overview of the standard model is given. The present limitations 

and outstanding questions are examined and composite models introduced as one possible 

extension to the theory. The current status of relevant experimental composite searches is 

then summarised.

Chapter 3 examines the production of excited electrons at ep colliders. A realistic model 

with a minimal number of free parameters is introduced and used to derive production 

cross section estimates at HERA energies. The motivation for studying the e* —» e j  decay 

channel is presented and details of the anticipated background processes given.

The HERA collider and HI detector are described in chapter 4 together with details 

of the expected performance of the various subdetectors. Chapter 5 introduces the HI 

simulation software suite, in particular the detector and relevant generator Monte Carlos 

are discussed.

In chapter 6 a set of event selection criteria which best isolate an excited electron 

signal from the anticipated background processes over the mass range accessible to HERA 

(40 — 250 GeV) is developed. This involves consideration of excited electron production 

kinematics and final state event characteristics. Further cuts are proposed to minimize

8



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 9

wide angle bremsstrahlung backgrounds and yield a final event sample relatively free 

from neutral current deep inelastic scattering contamination. Complete background event 

samples representing large values of integrated luminosity are then processed.

In chapter 7 these results are used to parameterise the anticipated background distri

butions in terms of effective cross sections. By considering the characteristics of excited 

electron invariant mass peaks and these distributions, 95% confidence levels are derived for 

lower limits on the characteristic scale of the production interaction and highest mass of 

excited electron which can be studied at HEEA. These results are compared with present 

limits and those anticipated from LEP2. Suggestions for improving these limits are made.



C h ap ter 2

T h e Standard M odel and  

C om p ositen ess

In tills chapter a brief overview of the main features of the Minimal Standard Model is 

given. More comprehensive treatments of the subject can be found elsewhere [1 , 2].

The outstanding questions and current limitations of the model are then discussed and 

compositeness introduced as one possible extension to the theory.

Finally, a summary of the current status of some relevant composite searches is given.

2.1 T h e  S tandard  M o d el

The success of the standard model, and its place at the core of current high energy physics 

theory, is easily understood. The model encompasses all currently known phenomenology of 

3 of the 4 fundamental forces. It has the attractive feature of a consistent treatment of the 

seemingly highly disparate interactions, possibly unifying them  as different manifestations 

of a single underlying principle.

The class of theories which make up the Standard Model are known as 

R E N O R M  ALIS A B L E  Q U A N T U M  FIE L D  T H E O R IE S  W IT H  LO CA L 

G A U G E  IN V A R IA N C E .

A brief explanation of each of these terms follows, with examples drawn from the 

prototype and most successful of such theories, Quantum Electrodynamics (QED).

10
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/  L 3
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^  3

1
/  R 3

Gauge

Bosons

Vector 

Bosons 

(Spin—1)

Scalar

Bosons

(Spin=0)

0

± 1,0

0

*Yet to be experimentally observed.

Table 2 .1 : The Fundamental Particles

2 .1 .1  Q u an tu m  F ie ld  T h eo ry

Tables 2.1 and 2.2 show the fundamental particles and interactions of the standard model. 

All m atter is made up of half integral spin fermions while the integer spin bosons mediate 

the forces by which fermions interact and can be thought of as a glue by which m atter is 

held together.

In quantum field theory the fermions and bosons are described in terms of vector and 

scalar fields in space-time. The number of components of the field depends on the number
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INTERACTION CHARGE MEDIATING

BOSON

RANGE RELATIVE

STRENGTH

STRONG Color Gluon « 1  F 1

ELECTROMAGNETIC Electric charge Q Photon oo 1(T2

WEAK Weak charge g W ^ i Z 0 PS 1 ~  Mw
l 0 -8

GRAVITY Mass Graviton (?) 00 10-39

Table 2.2: The Fundamental Forces

Propagator term  representing 
relevant gauge boson.jf* ~

Transition current.

Coupling constant of interaction.

Time

Figure 2.1: Interactions as visualized in QFT

of quantum mechanical spin states of the field quanta.

Fermion fields interact by coupling to boson fields via the exchange of virtual quanta. 

The quantum numbers of the exchange boson are specific to the type of interaction (Fig. 

2 .1).

The spontaneous existence of a virtual exchange particle does not violate conservation
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of energy since the time for which it exists is restricted by the uncertainty principle;

A E . A t K h  (2 .1)
mc£

Every field has an associated Lagrangian in the same way as do macroscopic systems,

C — T  — V  (2 .2 )

T =  Kinetic energy 

V ™ Potential energy

The field’s Lagrangian is a representation of the energy distribution within it. The

equations of motion of the particle represented by the field can be obtained from the La

grangian [2] as in classical mechanics but the expression is now transformed to a continuous 

coordinate system rather than referring to a discrete body. For example

£  =  — m-tpip (2.3)

is the QED Lagrangian describing a free spin |  particle mass m.

if>(x) - 4 component spinor field describing the m atter field of a charged particle,

2 .1 .2  G au ge In varian ce

One result of QFT formalism is that for every particle there is an associated -phase as 

in classical wave mechanics. The experimentally observed fact tha t there is no way of 

determining the absolute phase of a electron field leads to the constraint that the La

grangian must be invariant under local phase transformations, i.e, applying an arbitrary 

phase transformation in space and time. This invariance is more commonly known as gauge 

invariance.

This is mathematically represented by a transformation of the form;

'tp(x) -* (2-4)

a; = (ct, x) -  Space-time coordinate. 

a  -  Arbitrary function of space and time.

The QED Lagrangian of equation 2.3 is not invariant with respect to such transfor

mations since the kinetic energy term  changes;
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The modification to the Lagrangian necessary to restore local gauge invariance is;

Dfj, =  dfi -  ieAp (2.6)

where

Al l -*A„ + ^dpot (2.T)

Ap is identified with a vector field, spin 1, mass 0. This is the photon field and the 

corresponding particle is known as a gauge particle since it mediates the gauge interaction.

Thus, the constraint of local gauge invariance modifies the free electron Lagrangian by 

inducing electromagnetic interactions between an electron current and a photon field

The local transformation can also be written as;

^ (s )  -» (2 .8 )

A is an arbitrary real number. 

Q is the electric charge operator associated with the field.

Q can be interpreted as the quantum mechanical generator of the local phase transforma

tion group U (l), i.e, the set of unitary l x l  matrices.

Terms in the modified Lagrangian can be identified with couplings and propagators in 

the QFT Feynman diagram representing the relevant interaction [2], and thus one becomes 

capable of making predictions of cross sections, lifetimes etc [3]. Since the QED coupling 

constant a  is so small («  perturbative calculations can be performed taking into 

account higher order corrections (see Section 2.1.3) resulting in highly accurate predictions.

2 .1 .3  R en o rm a lisa tio n

The very nature of virtual states means that interactions between two particles have to 

take into account higher order corrections, i.e, the possibility (weighted by the appropriate 

coupling at each vertex) that an exchanged photon might have turned into an e+ e_ pair 

etc. and thus (see Figure 2 .2 ) the full photon propagator must take into account all such 

corrections. This results in a divergence to oo of the integrals used in the calculations.

Fuller discussions of renormalisability are available elsewhere. In summary the proce

dure involves;
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Figure 2 .2 : Higher Order Corrections to Interactions

• The integrals are regularized by the introduction of a large mass parameter A such 

that as A —► oo the regularising factor —* 1 .

• All the divergent terms can now be expressed in terms of A which can therefore be 

used as a finite cutoff in virtual momentum.

• Alternatively, the divergences can be removed by an infinite rescaling of the fields 

and coupling constants.

• If the cutoff is now removed, the rescaling variables develop infinities of their own 

which compensate and you are left with.

e =  Zee o

The so-called tare parameter eo which appears in the Lagrangian and represents the charge 

of the electron in the absence of the ‘cloud1 of virtual states is redefined to the physically 

measured value e. Since the bare charge is not constrained by the theory anyway this is 

reasonable.
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Thus, with the introduction of 3 arbitrary parameters (rescalings), h, e and m, all 

infinities in the observables are cancelled and QED remains highly predictive since other 

rescaled quantities are now completely defined and can therefore be used to test the theory.

In order for the rescaled values e and D to remain dimensionless a mass scale p  must 

be introduced.

Z  = Z & , e a) (2.9)
P

This is the renormalisation mass and different choices, although resulting in different 

expansions of the integrals does not affect the observable physics processes. Thus renor

malisation also introduces a mass scale into the calculations.

Using the technique of renormalisation QED can make predictions accurate to w 10“ 9 

for relevant interactions. In fact it is the most accurate theory in modern physics.

2 .1 .4  Q u an tu m  C h rom o d y n a m ics

The treatm ent of the observed phenomenology of the strong interaction is based upon a 

generalisation of QED.

However, there are now 3 distinct color charges which the quarks can possess, red, green 

and blue, analogous to electric charge. This extra degree of freedom was invoked to pre

serve the Pauli exclusion principle, the restriction that no two fermions can simultaneously 

possess the same quantum numbers, in light of the existence of spin |  baryons such as 

the A++(u f u  f u  t )  which would otherwise have 3 quarks with the same space and spin 

quantum numbers and therefore violate the principle.

The color charges are visualized as forming a triplet state under the application of an 

SU(3) local gauge transformation. These transformations now change the particle rather 

than just the phase of the particle.

In the same way as the freedom to change the local phase of a charged particle imposes 

a coupling to the photon field, so the 8 independent symmetry transformations which can 

change the color of a quark result in 8 spin 1 massless gauge fields, the gluons. Each gluon 

carries one color, one anti-color charge.

The difference between these fields and the photon field however is that gluons are 

themselves colored objects, each carries one color one anticolor charge. Gluons can there

fore feel the strong force they mediate and this self-interaction gives rise to two important 

physical consequences.
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The first is asymptotic freedom, the effective weakening of color charge at short dis

tances. Every quark is visualized as being surrounded by a cloud of virtual gluons which 

act to enhance the color charge of the quark. The effective color charge increases as dis

tance increases (Q 2 decreases) since this anti-screening cloud is not penetrated and virtual 

gluons of the same color as the quark act to enhance the net color charge. At high energies 

on the other hand, Q2 > «  5 GeV2(c the quarks inside hadrons behave as though they are 

almost free, the strong coupling constant a s is small enough for perturbative techniques 

to be used to  calculate hadronic processes successfully.

The second consequence is permanent quark confinement inside colorless hadrons. As 

distance increases from a colored object the gluon self interaction results in a rapidly 

increasing number of virtual gluons acting to increase the color charge. Thus, it becomes 

impossible for a colored object to propagate any distance and quarks are only observed 

within hadrons whose net color is zero.

Because of these phenomena, the strong coupling constant a s is said to run with Q2, 

i.e, the observed magnitude of a s is dependant on the energy of the probe. The magnitude 

is such that terms due to higher order corrections Eire no longer negligible for low Q2 

processes due to the proliferation of virtual gluons and QCD calculations become highly 

complex. The theory thus loses a lot of its predictive capabilities in this non-perturbative 

regime.

2 .1 .5  E lectrow eak  T h eo ry

Although electromagnetic interactions had been described highly successfully by QED, 

there was a strong motivation for a theoretical unification with the weak interactions. 

These are the interactions which mediate neutrino processes (no electromagnetic or strong 

charge) and flavour changing quark processes. Some of the mediators, the W ± bosons, 

also possess electric charge, these are the mediators of the so-called weak charged current 

interactions e.g

d —» u -f e +  Ve 

v^N  -c f T X

while the other weak gauge boson, the Z°, mediates the weak neutral current interactions;

eN  —> eX
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v ^ N  v ^ X

Both electromagnetic and some weak interactions involve electric charge and the pre

diction of the W  boson mass was based on the assumption tha t the interactions were 

fundamentally similar, the observed differences in strength and range being due to the 

massive nature of the exchange boson for weak processes. However, there had been prob

lems trying to incorporate these massive mediators into a similar renormalisable gauge 

invariant formalism as tha t of QED.

The resulting theory based upon the work of Glashow, Salam and Weinberg is based 

on a Broken SU(2)xTJ(l) symmetry.

The SU(2 ) group represents a local gauge invariance with respect to weak isotopic 

spin, under winch the leptons and quark transform as their well known doublets. The 

generators are the 3 components of weak isospin , / 3. The U (l) is a phase transformation 

as in QED but now with respect to weak hypercharge;

Y = I8 + Q (2.10)

Associated with the unbroken SU(2 )x U (l)  generators are 4 massless gauge bosons. How

ever, of the observed gauge bosons, W ^, 7 , Z°, 3 are massive.

The most favoured solution to this problem is the Higgs mechanism of spontaneous 

symmetry breaking [4] which postulates the existence of a complex scalar field with a 

non zero vacuum expectation value mediated by 4 bosons which manifests itself at the 

energies so far probed by the massive results of its interaction with the massless gauge 

bosons of electroweak, the massive W  and Z particles and the massless photon, and the 

Higgs particle, yet to be discovered.

The validity of the theory was proven by its successful prediction of the masses of the 

W  and Z  particles discovered at CERN [3],

2 .1 .6  S u m m a ry  o f th e  S tan dard  M o d el

The successes of the standard model cannot be overemphasised. It is hoped that some 

of the attractiveness of the consistency of the treatment has been highlighted. This is 

summarised in Figure 2.3.

The recent high precision tests of the model at LEP [5] have experimentally confirmed 

the predictions of the Standard Model to a degree of accuracy never before attained. The
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Table 2.3: The Local Symmetries of the Standard Model
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top quark, which must exist if the standard model is correct, and the Higgs boson, whose 

existence is predicted in the currently most favoured mechanism for generating mass and 

not critical to the survival of the theory, have yet to be discovered but no significant 

anomalies in standard model predictions have been detected either,

2.2 L im ita tio n s o f  th e  S tandard  M o d el

As it stands there are 25 [6] independent free parameters implicit in the Standard Model. 

These include the masses of all the fundamental particles, the values of the coupling 

constants, the mixing angles representing the degree to which strong eigenstates differ 

from those which couple to electroweak and the phase 6 of CP violating effects. The 

theory in no way predicts their values.

Other outstanding questions concern the various appearances of 3-fold divisions within 

the representations of the fundamental particles. There are 3 distinct ‘families’ of both 

quarks and leptons, each comprising a doublet of particles. Especially with respect to the 

leptons, a muon appears to simply be a heavy electron, the tau  lepton an even heavier 

electron. The query arises that these mass differences could be the low energy manifesta

tions of a broken symmetry just as the broken symmetry of electroweak provides a mass 

generation mechanism for the gauge bosons.

There is also no clear reason as to why there are 3 color states of quarks or why the 

fundamental quarks should carry electric charge of |  or |  that of the fundamental leptons. 

No explanation is implicit in the standard model.

2.3 C o m p o siten ess

There are many competing models which aim to extend the theory and provide solutions 

to the unanswered questions, e.g, Supersymmetry and GUT’s [1]. This text discusses 

composite models.

Although there are many different scenarios [6] these models all share the common 

assumption that quarks, leptons and perhaps even gauge bosons are bound states of several 

constituents.

The main attraction of such models is obvious, a proliferation of ‘fundamental’ particles 

has historically preceded the uncovering of yet another layer of substructure and accom
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panying reduction in arbitrary parameters and forced assumptions. The obvious examples 

being uncovering different layers of structure to the atom and the eventual identification 

of the many baxyons and mesons as bound states of quarks.

Composite models assume that although the ‘fundamental’ particles are point-like at 

the energies so far probed they are in fact bound states confined by a very strong force. Dif

ferent models assign different characteristics (and names) to the constituent particles, but 

preon is as good as any. A simple form of a composite extension to the standard model is 

one which postulates another gauge force similar to the strong and electroweak forces. This 

new confining force couples to a new internal quantum number, say ‘hypercolor’ assigned 

to the preons. Quarks and leptons are hypercolorless objects in the same way as baryons 

and mesons are colorless states. The symmetry of the standard model is therefore extended 

but the form of the new gauge group is highly arbitrary. There is also the possibility that 

current techniques are not applicable to this ‘new’ physics but postulating some form of 

the interaction is necessary if any useful work is to be done in the search for first signs of 

compositeness.

This immediately implies the existence of a ‘Confinement Scale’ or ‘Compositeness 

Scale’, Ac where the typical size of the bound states is (^(A” 1).

The magnitude of Ac must be much larger than the resulting bound states or else 

compositeness would have been manifest at energies already probed. Although this is 

different from the case with hadrons, models can be constructed with this feature [15].

It must be emphasised that there is, as yet, no experimental evidence which indicates 

tha t quarks, leptons or bosons are composite bodies and therefore it is virtually impossible 

to formulate any stringent theoretical framework for the model. However, one of the most 

interesting studies which takes place at any facility offering the chance to probe m atter to 

a new energy scale is the search for evidence of substructure and limits have been set for 

several candidate models. This are are summarised in the next section.

2.4  E x p er im en ta l Searches for C o m p o siten ess

There have been a variety of experimental results which can be used to set limits on 

parameters relevant to compositeness, see for example [6]. Here only the techniques which 

have produced the most stringent limits to date are discussed.
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Figure 2.3: Four Fermion Contact Interaction Diagram.

A more exhaustive listing of limits set by various experiments can be found in [12]

2 .4 .1  C o n ta ct In tera ctio n s

The best limits on the magnitude of Ac have been set from studying contact interactions.

At energy scales much below Ac, the new interaction which mediates the binding of 

the particle constituents will have an effect on the effective interactions between fermions 

due to constituent exchange. The situation is analogous to low energy meson exchange 

between nucleons.

If the four fermions are identical, the magnitude of the effective interaction is model 

independent while for processes of the form

/ /
eefifA) e e r r } qqq q

contact interactions will appear in the models where the two fermions have constituents 

in common.

The experimental cross sections can then be compared with those predicted by the 

standard model [14, 19, 21] and the limits on agreement can be interpreted as limits on 

the magnitude of Ac.

The lower limits for Ac derived from such searches are summarized in Table 2.4 [11]. 

The most interesting numbers should be considered as those derived for the model inde-
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A£L(eeee) 

Al L(eeee)

A

A l l ^ p ) 
A l L{eefifi)

A J £(eerr)

A £ i(e e rr )

ALL(ee^ )

ALLieeM)

ALl (Pv^ )

AL L (P ^ et/^)

> 1.4 TeV ,  CL =  95%

> 3.3 TeV ,  CL =  95%

> 0.7 TeV,  CL = 95%

> 0.7 TeV,  CL = 95% 

> 4 .4  TeV,  CL = 95%

> 2.1  TeV,  CL = 95%

> 2.2 TeV, CL =  95%

> 3.2 TeV, CL = 95%

> 0.9 TeV, CL =  95%

> 1.7 TeV ,  CL =  95%

> 3.1 TeV, CL = 90%

> 3.1 TeV, CL = 90%

where;

> II £H
-

tM (VLL, VRRi VLR =  (± 1 ,0 ,0 )

Table 2.4: Experimental limits on Ac.

pendent parameters.

2 .4 .2  N e w  P a r tic le s

Arguably the most convincing evidence for the substructure of quarks and leptons would 

be the discovery of a relevant excited state.

The searches for excited leptons ha\e looked for both pair produced excited states (If 

E c m  > 2mi*) via their normal gauge couplings, or single production. The former is a more 

reliable limit since the ~ parameter A ( = - A is the characteristic scale of the

excitation) representing the 11* transition coupling to the gauge field has to be introduced 

when considering single production.

The current mass limits for excited leptons are summarised in Table 2.5 [16, IT],
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e*±

m  > 86GeF, CL — 95% (if \ z  =  1 ) 

m > 90.2GeV, CL = 95% (if A7 =  1 ) 

m  > 44.9GeVr, CL = 95% (from e*+e*~)

fl**

m  > 86GeV, CL = 95% (if =  1 ) 

m > 44.6GfeV> CL = 95% (from

m  > 72GeV} CL =  95% (if Az =  1 ) 

m  > 41.2GeV> CL =  95% (from t* +t*~)

Table 2.5: Lower Limits on Excited Lepton Masses.(A — ).



C h apter 3

P ro d u ctio n  o f E xcited  L eptons at 

ep C olliders

hi the previous section the concept of excited leptons was introduced as a typical conse-
i

quence of composite models and the current experimental limits, dominated by the e+e~ 

LEP results, given.

h i this chapter the prospects for producing an excited electron at an ep collider are 

discussed. The expected production mechanisms are outlined and a realistic SU (2)xU (l) 

model introduced. This is then used to derive production cross sections for HERA energies.

The benefits of studying the e* —► e7  decay mode are discussed and the background

processes introduced,

3.1 P ro d u c tio n  M ech an ism s

A typical electron-proton collision at HERA energies is shown in Figure 3.1. Because of the 

high momentum transfers available at HERA it is essentially an electron-quark collider.

Several kinematical variables are useful quantities to use when studying HERA inter

actions; i

s = (pe + pp)2 ~  4E eEp (3.1)

is the centre of mass energy squared of the colliding particles.

Q2 =  - q 2 =  - ( P e - P i ) 2 ^  4:EeEi sin2 y  (3.2)

25
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Figure 3.1: Typical electron-proton interaction at HERA

is the momentum transfer squared of the electron to the proton.

+ mi= ( ,  + * )»  =

is the mass squared of the resultant hadronic system.

.2 e im rv = Pp.q ~  2Ep(Et -  E, cos - )

(3.3)

(3.4)

where v is the energy of the current in the target rest frame. The dimensionless scaling 

variables, Bjorken * and y [22], given by

12 Q2 sin2 1
2 pp.q 2 m pv 2 | )

Pp.q %Pp q cos2 ^y —   ~   —   ~   —
Pppe Vmax Ee

(3.5)

(3.6)

x can be identified as the fraction of the proton momentum carried by the struck quark, and 

y as the fractional energy loss of the lepton in rest frame of the proton.

The production of excited electrons in ep collisions is expected via single production 

of e^’s in either elastic or inelastic scattering processes (see Figure 3.2);

ep —► e*X
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P

Elastic Production Inelastic Production

Figure 3.2: Excited electron production processes in ep collisions

The e* is then expected to decay;

€ H“ p — e* 4~ X  —► e 4* 7  ”1" X

e + p —» e* -f X  -+ e  + #° + X  

e 4~ p —> e* -}- X  —> ue 4- VF 4~ X  

to either of its normal weak doublet particles depending on the mass and branching ratios.

3.2 C oup lin gs and M od els

In the absence of any phenomenology supporting compositeness it is somewhat arbitrary 

which model one chooses to represent the nature of the binding of the quark and lepton 

constituents.

The model used in this study [25] assumes that excited electrons have spin and isospin 

|  to reduce the number of free parameters. Because the production of excited electrons in 

the ep —> e*X  process involves either 7  or Z° exchanges the unknown e*e7  and

e*eZ° couplings have to be included in the expression for production, described by the 

effective Lagrangian,

Ecff — T FatiV(cVFf ~ d v F f ^ f d n V v  4- higher corrections. (3.7)
v^r,Z, A

Where F  and f  are the wavefunctions of the excited and normal leptons respectively.
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This assumes a magnetic moment type transition from ground to excited state which 

is necessary to conserve SU (2)xU (l) gauge invariance. Models which preserve this gauge 

invariance can be used to explain the observation that normal quarks and leptons are much 

lighter than the naive expectation tha t their masses be 0 (A C). Also, such models do not 

exclude the possibility that excited states relatively light compared to the compositeness 

scale may exist [6 , 23].

A is the characteristic scale of the interaction. Though it might be expected that A is 

of 0 ( A C) since if one has reached the energy scales at which the lepton is composite then 

obviously such interactions will occur, the current limits however [16] still allow the value 

to be a factor of approximately 10 smaller.

The parameters c v f }  and d y r f  represent the coupling constants of the boson field 

(V = 7 , Z)  to the excited and ordinary fermions. Several experimental bounds exist on 

the form of c and d, the most stringent coming from limits set on the magnitude of the 

electric dipole moment and anomalous magnetic moments of the electron and muon [24], If 

either c or d had a sizeable imaginary component then one would observe a CP violating 

electric dipole moment, whereas there are stringent limits on this not being the case. 

Also, if either c or d were sizable compared to the other this would lead to an anomalous 

magnetic moment at order j^ , (mass(composite)/mass(constituent)), ~  ~ r(|c |2 — |d |2) jg. 

Limits due to (g — 2 ) measurements imply, to a high degree of accuracy, that

\ c v F f \  =  \dvFf\

These observations result in the restriction that only one helicity state of the excited 

electron can couple to its normal partner, thus the excited electron and neutrino, assumed 

to form the familiar weak doublet

I
L  =

V e" /
couple to the electron doublet
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3.3 P ro d u c tio n  C ross S ection s in ep  C ollis ion s

There are 3 distinct regions of phase space to be considered when deriving these expres

sions.

1) Elastic Region

This is elastic scattering off the proton where W 2 =  m 2 and q2 =  2m pv with no 

restrictions on Q2 save the kinematical one and x = 1 . The differential cross section 

(for 7  exchange) is given by

da _  7ra2 |c7e»ej2 +  |d7e. ej2 f 2 (q 2\(c, 2 q 2' 2  | ^j2\ | G b (Q ) +  4rn3 C M (Q )
I q * ~  1 ?  7 r - m 2)2Q2 r  )(2me* ~ Q )(m*-+  Q } + -------------------------------

4(s -  m l ) 2 -  (ml* -f Q 2) I 4s -  Q 2 -  4m 2 -f
4m 2.m 2\

Q2 )
(3.8)

where G$  and Gm  are the measured electric and magnetic form factors of the proton.

Ge (Q2)2X „  Gm (Q2)
2.79 1 + Q:

0.71 G eV2
(3.9)

2 ) Low Q2 region: (Q2 < Q% , W 2 > (m p +  m *.)2)

This region is dominated by resonance scattering off the proton, i.e, the production of 

proton resonant states such as A(1236), jV*(1520), iV*(1688) and their subsequent 

decays to  nucleon plus pion.

The expression for the differential cross section utilises the experimentally measured 

structure functions. The differential cross section due to photon exchange is then 

given by
da _  27ra2 lc7e*e |2 +  jd7e»el2 

dxdQ2 A2 (s — mp2)2x 2Q2

^2(a,Q2) | m 2.(m^ + Q2) ^  ” ml ?  ~ 2(™p + Q2)(s ~ m2p) J

(3.10)

where F2(x }Q2) is the proton structure function which basically parameterises the 

probability of finding a particular quark (antiquark) carrying a fraction x of the
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proton’s momentum when probed to a scale Q2;

* 2(®SQ2) =  X  + (3-n )
q = U ,d , , ,

3) Deep Inelastic Region: (Q2 > Q% , W 2 > (m p + m ^)2)

This is the region in Q2 covered by perturbative QCD techniques and the parton 

model is valid, thus the integrated cross section is given by ;

p i  p s x —m 2 *  f j j y
<r(e~p e*X) = f  dx f  ° dQ2^ q ( x i Q2)— ^(eq -y  e^q1; s sx)

J t m i n / 8 Q q  q ^

(3.12)

q(x^Q2) ~ effective quark distribution. 

d^$dx - differential cross section.

where

f * fN 2?ra2 /i2
^ i ( v - * « * )  =  ? S T0  E

|  [2s2 -  (Q2 +  ra2*)(2 i  — m 2*)] ±  m 2*(2s -  Q2 -  m 2*)A.sj- Dy(t)Dv/(t)*

(3.13)

where the plus (minus) terms correspond to scattering off quarks (antiquarks) and 

the -A4 , A 5 terms are functions of the coupling constants c and d and electroweak 

couplings (see [18]). D y(t)  and X?y/(t)* represent the gauge fields and Q0 the 

cutoff of several G eV2 where the parton model is no longer valid.

3.4 P r o sp ec ts  for H E R A

At HERA one has a 30 GeV  electron beam colliding with a 820 GeV  proton beam. Using 

equation 3.1 one obtains

yfs ~  314 GeV
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Using the models and cross sections previously introduced Hagiwara et al. [18] derived 

the results shown in Figure 3.3 for single e* production at HERA energies. The calculations 

used the quark distribution Set 1 of Duke and Owens [30] and the structure functions 

obtained by Brasse et al. [29]. The Qo cutoff used is 5 G eV2 and A =  lOOOGeF

Two im portant observations can be made . Firstly, the low Q2 resonance

scattering and elastic dominance in the production. This t-channel enhancement is due to 

the massless photon exchange contribution [21]. Also, see Fig. 3.4, the magnitude of the 

production cross section is very dependent on the scale of the interaction A.

It can be concluded however that even with the relatively stringent requirement that 

A & 0 ( Ac) the prospects of producing excited electrons at the HERA collider, should they 

exist in the not too exotic form discussed here, are very good. For an integrated luminosity 

of 100 p 6_1 (=  1 year’s design running) one might expect 10 200 GeV  excited electrons 

to be produced.

3 .4 .1  T h e  D e c a y  e* —> 0 7

The aim of the work presented here is to investigate the prospects of setting new composite 

limits at HERA using the e* —> e-y decay process. The motivation is obvious. Because of 

the low Q2 dominance to the production cross section such a decay will possess the highly 

distinctive signature of a high px ( 0 ( m s*)) electron-photon pair. The hadronic remnants 

will tend to  be a negligibly scattered proton (elastic) or nucleon plus pion (quasi-elastic) 

final state, or a struck quark jet dominated by low-Q2 processes in the case of deep inelastic 

production. Thus these events will be characterised by a large energy e j  pair and very 

little else to be expected in a detector.

In the rest frame of the excited electron the decay angular distribution is of the form

- £ L ~ ( 1  + C0S«) (3.14)
a cos 8

where 9 is the angle of the decay electron in the e“ rest frame with respect to the incoming 

electron beam. The distribution is not uniform as one would usually expect for a spin ~ 

particle because of the | ( 1  — 75) nature of the coupling of the e* to .vector field and normal 

electron.

At e* masses greater than myr one would would also expect a finite width for the decay 

to W  and Z  bosons. Here the branching ratios for the various electroweak gauge decay
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ep-**e x:\/s =314GeV

f/A=f'/A=1TeV

TOTAL

ELASTIC
~  INEL.(Q2>5GeV2)

INEL. (Q2<5GeV2) ' X0.001 =r

50 100 150 200 250 300 
m e# (GeV)

Figure 3.3: Total production cross section vs e* mass in HERA ep collisions with magnetic 

transition couplings. (cyFf =  dvF} =  | )
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Figure 3.4: Relative e* Production Gross Section as a function of scale of the interaction 

A.
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channels given by [20] are used. The partial widths are

aei
r (e* -  e7 ) = (3.15)

T(e* eZ°)  = a  [J| -  ee sin2 6w] 
sin2 26w

2 3 
m e*
A2

m z
mt 1 + 2 ra2+

(3.16)

F(e*-> veW ~ ) =
a rrC

8 sin2 $w A2
1 -

m w
m 2+ 1 + m W 

2 ra2*
(3.17)

Decay mode F tac tion (^ )

e+e“

T + T -

vv 

e± fi=F 

hadrons

3.21 % 

3.36 % 

3.33 % 

19.2 % 

< 2.2 % 

70.9 %

Table 3.1: Relative partied widths of Z° decay modes.

Decay mode Fraction (^j-)

e~v 10.0 %

e~vy < 1.0 %

i T v 10.0 %

T ~  V 10.2  %

Table 3.2: Relative partial widths of W  decay modes.

The resulting variation in branching ratio with e* mass is shown in Figure 3.5.

Although the e* —> e7  process is no longer the dominant decay mode as e* mass 

increases if one wants to study the eZ° and veW ~  decay products, the branching ratios 

of the Z°  and VF“ must also be considered (see Tables 3.2, 3.1) [12]. It can be readily 

seen from these figures that the brandling ratios of Z  and W  bosons to anything as clean 

as a e7  final state are such that e* —»■ e7  appears to remain the least problematic event 

signature to study.
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Mz = 91.16 GeV 
Mw = 79.91 GeV 
sin2 ©w = 0.233

03

0.8
=  —0 . 5

0.6

0.4

0.2

e* —> e Z

40 80 1 2 0 160 200 240
Excited electron m ass (GeV)

Figure 3.5: Branching ratios for the processes e* -> e j ,  e* —> eZ° and e* —> veW~  as a 

function of e* mass.
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3 .4 .2  B a c k g r o u n d  P r o c e s s e s

Processes which yield a candidate high px  electron photon pair are the background sources 

to e* physics at HERA.

There are two main event classes to be considered.

D eep Inelastic N eutral Current Scattering

This is in itself a major source of physics interest at HERA.

The generic form of neutral current DIS (see Figure 3.1) is

'e + q ^ e  + X  (3.18)

where X  represents the quark je t fragments.

Depending on the kinematics of the interaction [22] the scattered electron could well 

have a large p x .

Decay photon candidates from the decay of short lived, high energy mesons at the 

interaction point are possible. For example, the decay tt0 —> 7 7  may give rise to 

a high energy photon candidate cluster since the opening angle between the decay 

products is so small in the lab, the energies are so much greater than m^o, that 

the overlapping photon showers in the calorimeter are indistinguishable from one 

produced by a single particle.

Thus the tails of DIS distributions could well be e* candidate events.

W ide A ngle Brem sstrahlung

This is a process of the form

e - f p  —»e + X  + 7  (3.19)

The electron radiates a real photon in the presence of the accelerating electromag

netic field of the proton, the virtual electron so produced is brought back on mass 

shell by the absorbtion of a virtual photon radiated from the proton. These processes 

are illustrated in Figure 3.6 for both initial and final state bremsstrahlung.

The process can be visualized in terms of two q2 components (Fig. 3.T) where qi

represents the 4-momentum of the off mass shell electron state and </2 the momentum
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transfer of the virtual photon radiated by the proton. The cross section is domi

nated by qi, q2 —» 0 processes, high rate bremsstrahlung where the electron, photon 

and hadronic system remain in the beam-pipe. However should g2 be large the pho

ton remains in the beampipe while the electron, hadronic system emerge into the 

detector, This is known as radiative corrections and is im portant to understand in 

accurate structure function measurements since the 4-momentum of the electron has 

effectively been distorted in a non measurable way.

The situation of most interest for e* studies is when qi becomes finite since the elec

tron and photon are now emitted at wide singles while the proton remnant remains 

in the beampipe, this is wide angle bremsstrahlung or quasi real Compton since the 

rate is dominated by q2 —> 0 processes.

These events are particularly important background since the off mass shell virtual 

electron state is kinematically indistinguishable from an s-channel excited electron.

In e+e“ colliders the equivalent events are known as radiative Bhabha,

. At HERA the proton beam introduces 

complications into the calculations since, because it is a composite body, there are ef

fects due to anomalous magnetic moment, electromagnetic form factors and inelastic 

contributions which have to be taken into account in the cross section evaluations.

Thus, there are the same 3 phase space contributions to  the quasi-real Compton 

cross-sections at HERA [28].

— Elastic - ep —» epy

The proton is hardly deflected and the electron and photon come off at effec

tively 180° opening angle in the lab.

— Quasi-Elastic - ep —> eX~f , (Mp + m,r) < W  < 2 GeV

The region is saturated by the low Q2 production of the 3 resonances A (1236), 

iV*(1520) and i\T*(1688). The subsequent decay to nucleon plus pion will be 

well contained in the beam-pipe and the final state observed in a detector is 

virtually the same as for the elastic case.

— Deep Inelastic - ep —*■ eX*y
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The contribution to the full wide angle bremsstrahlung cross section from this 

source is very small compared with the previous two since the cross section 

falls off rapidly with W ,  the mass of the resulting hadronic system, for low Q2 

processes.

Final State Bremsstrahlung

P

, Initial State Bremsstrahlung

Figure 3.6: Bremsstrahlung processes at HERA.

There remains also the possibility that photoproduction and beam-wall, beam-gas 

events could be sources of background.
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C hapter 4

H E R A  and th e  H I d etector

4.1 H E R A

HERA (Hadron Electron Ring Accelerator) is a 6.3 km  collider built at DESY (Deutsches 

Elektronen Synchrotron) Hamburg. First collisions are expected in early 1992 [7],

The storage rings are mounted with the proton ring sitting above the electron ring in 

the same HERA tunnel. They accelerate electrons to 30 GeV  and protons to 820 GeV. The 

beams are brought together in 3 straight regions for head-on collisions. The design lumi

nosity is 1.5 X 1031 cm -1  sec-1  per interaction point.

Because of the energy required for the proton beam the bending and focussing dipole 

and quadrapole magnets of the proton ring are superconducting and kept at liquid helium 

temperatures.

The injection scheme is shown in Figure 4.1 The proton production starts with the 

injection of negative hydrogen ions from LINAC Illinto the proton synchrotron DESY III. 

Here the ions are stripped of the two electrons and the protons accelerated to 7.5 GeV  

before injection into PETRA II where they are taken up to 40 GeV. The HERA ring is 

filled by three injections of 40 GeV  protons from PETRA II.

In one straight section of the HERA proton storage ring two r.f systems accelerate the 

protons to 820 GeV. During the injection period (ps 20 m in s ) two 52 M H z  cavities act 

to reduce bunch length. Then four 208 M H z  cavities are switched on which compress the 

bunches further and accelerate the beam from 40 GeV  to 820 Gev in «  10 mins.

Electrons are accelerated by the chain LINAC I (220 M eV ),

DESY II (9 GeV) and finally PETRA II which injects electrons at 14 GeV  into the HERA

40
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Exp.Hall W e s t

>  H-LINAC (p)

- ^ 2 3  Electrons
-^523 Positrons

Protons 
|'<i---- 1 Synchrotron
*-----------* R n H ia t in n  I n

DESY III
DESY

LINAC

H A S Y L A B
HERA
DORIS
HASYLAB
Injection Scheme

D O R I SLINAC
EMBL

PETRA

Figure 4.1: The Injector Chain for HERA
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ring.

The electrons are then accelerated by means of 16 superconducting niobium r.f cavities 

and 82 normal conducting cavities, all operating at 500 M H z.

The three interaction regions are occupied by experimental halls. In two the major 

experiments H I and ZEUS are installed. ■"

4.2  D e te c to r  D esig n  C on sid eration s
. v

W ith the physics considerations in mind, the detectors at HERA have to incorporate some 

common general features.
*

• A high degree of hefmiticity is essential for the study of non-interacting particles 

such as neutrinos, the presence of which (as typified by an imbalance in detected 

transverse energy) is common in exotic physics processes. A neutrino is also present 

in all charged current deep inelastic scattering events.

• Excellent energy flow measurements are required. In particular for the inclusive cross 

section measurements for deep inelastic physics. Uncertainties in energy flow cause 

migration from ®, Q2 bins and thus affect the accuracy to which structure functions 

can be measured.
t

Thus, energy resolution and granularity for all calorimeters must be optimised.

• Since much of the physics at HERA depends on the properties of the scattered 

electron, emphasis must be placed on electron identification and energy resolution.

• Muon identification is im portant in the consideration of good detector hermicity.

The presence of muons, which are unlikely to be contained by calorimetry since 

the production of electromagnetic showers is inversely related to the mass of the 

particle (m^ «  200me), characterizes many postulated new physics processes and 

heavy flavour physics, for example the b quark decay, b c + + (j.~.

• Finally, the design has to take into account the unusual feature of HERA among 

other colliders in that the laboratory frame is not the rest frame of the collisions.

Because of the large energy imbalance in the proton direction, most of the particles 

produced will be forward going in the lab.
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Therefore, it is essential tha t highly accurate tracking and calorimetry is available 

in the forward (proton direction) region of the detector if individual tracks are to be 

resolved in high multiplicity jets of particles.

4.3  T h e  H I D e te c to r

The experiment designed to meet these requirements by the HI Collaboration is shown in 

Figures 4.2 and 4.3. [8 , 9]

4 .3 .1  T h e  S u p e rco n d u c tin g  S o len o id

Essential to particle identification is the presence of an axial magnetic field since this 

provides charge determination (direction of curvature in the field), and momentum mea- 

surements. The momentum component perpendicular to B  is given by

pT = 0.3 BQR.  (4.1)

B  - magnitude of field in Tesla 

Q - signed Charge 

R  - radius of curvature of track in m

When used in conjunction with the accurate coordinate measurements from the track

ing devices this can be used to define the entire momentum vector.

The field is maintained by means of a solenoid located outside the calorimetry and 

tracking. This minimizes the amount of material a particle traverses before accurate energy 

measurements are carried out in the calorimeter. Since tracker performance at HERA 

energies requires a large uniform magnetic field in the tracker volume, a superconducting 

solenoid is used.

This maintains an average axial field of 1.2 T  in the tracker volume. The homogeneity 

of the field is AjBz < ±3% over the region.

The coil is wound directly inside an aluminium alloy cylinder. Pipes around this cylin

der cool the coil by the circulation of 2-phase Helium. The arrangement and its associated 

insulation is contained in a stainless steel vacuum vessel.

Hr order to achieve /  B.dl ss 0 along the beam axis a compensating magnet is required.
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Figure 4.2: The HI Detector shown side on with a vertical cut along the beam
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h a t t r d n i c .

CENTRAL TKACKINq 

C H A M B E R S .

Figure 4.3: The HI Detector shown end on with a vertical cut transverse to the beam
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Forward Track Detector Central Track Detector
1 e -  29.65 if-

BEMC

Radial Drift Chamber f  \ \ 
Transition Radiator \ \ 

Forward MWPC  ̂
Planar Drift Chamber

Jet Chamber \ f  
Central Z-Chamber

Central MWPC’s

Backward MWPC
S cin tilla tor

Figure 4.4: The HI Tracking System

4 .3 .2  T racking

The main aims of the HI tracking arrangement are;

• Good momentum and multi-track resolution.

• Improvement of calorimeter e/ir discrimination by incorporation of electron identi

fication capabilities.

• The provision of fast triggering capabilities.

An im portant class of events studied at HERA is high Q2} x deep inelastic scattering since 

this extends into a previously unattained momentum transfer regime. Event kinematics 

at HERA are such that most jet particles are going to be found at polar angles < 30° 

due to the boost quark fragments receive in the proton direction. In order that tracking 

performance is not degraded in this region of high track density the HI tracking is divided 

into separate central and forward tracking detectors (see Figure 4.4) with more emphasis 

placed on jet resolution in the design of the latter.
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CIP
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4 * 1

CIZ

CJC2
COZ

CJC1

Figure 4.5: Profile of the Central Tracker showing the cell structure and Supercells in the 

CJC.

The C entral Tracking D etector

The tasks of accurate drift measurement of r<f> for charge and momentum determina

tion, and z for 6 measurements of event topologies and kinematics, are separated in the 

central tracker.

Accurate r<f> is provided by the Central Jet Chamber (CJC). This is a cylindrical drift 

chamber around the beam axis with the sense wires running parallel to the beam in two 

so called superlayers of cells (see Figure 4.5) to form the CJCl  and CJC2 chambers.

The planes of the cells are tilted by ~  30° with respect to the radial direction so 

even the stiffest (pr > 2 GeV) tracks traverse a sense plane about 5 times. This results 

in a relatively simple determination of to as well as drift velocity and Lorentz angle for
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calibration purposes.

The sense wires are read out at both ends for a charge division measurement of z  and 

dE Idx  for lepton identification.

Located radially before CJC1 and between CJC1 and CJC 2 are the inner and outer 

2-chambers respectively. These are drift chambers with the sense wires stretched perpen

dicular to the beam-pipe in a polygon around a cylinder, providing accurate z measurement 

by drift distance.

The inner 2-chamber (CIZ) consists of 16 azimuthal sectors, 4 sense wires deep in r 

and 15 cells in the z  direction. The outer 2-chamber (COZ) consists of 24 drift cells, 4 

sense wires deep. Both sets of sense wires are read out independently at each end for 

charge division measurements.

The Forward Tracker

The design of the forward tracker aims to optimise several functions of the detector in this 

im portant region.

- It uses two designs of drift chamber, radial and planar, to solve the difficult problem 

of pattern  recognition and to achieve good momentum and angular resolution of tracks, at 

their densest in this region. Electron identification is made possible by transition ra

diators, When a charged particle crosses an interface between materials with different 

dielectric or magnetic properties the associated electric field has to change and the result

ing redistribution of charge in the material gives rise to transition radiation, primarily in 

the form of X-rays. The properties of the radiation emitted such as the to tal energy or 

width of the distribution can be used to distinguish electrons and hadrons. The emitted 

X-rays then pass into the radial chambers where they are detected and used in the ejir 

discrimination process.

The tracker is constructed from 3 identical supermodules. Each supermodule contains 

one planar module, followed by a MWPC plane, transition radiator and finally a radial 

module, i.e 3 X (P +  MWPC +  TR + R). For good track linking between the forward 

and central tracker it is im portant to have good space-point resolution at the face of the 

forward tracker closest to the interaction point. Thus a planar comes first. The M W PC’s 

come next to optimise the geometric trigger efficiency, followed by the transition radiator- 

radial configuration.
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Figure 4.6: Axial view of one wire plane of the components in a supermodule.

Multiwire proportional chambers (MWPC's) provide beam crossing information and 

triggers (see Figure 4.6).

The radial chambers have sense wires radiating outward from the beam-pipe and con

sist of 48 <f> cells or wedges. Drift times can be used to derive accurate azimuthal angle if 

r is known accurately. Rough r  is available from charge division. Each module is twelve 

sense wires deep in z which aids the pattern recognition while the accurate measurement 

of the variation of <f> with z over the full extent of the forward tracker provides precise

momentum measurements using track curvature in the magnetic field. The design also

has the advantage of having the smallest drift cell size where the beam-wall, synchrotron 

background will be highest close to the beam-pipe.

However, a more accurate r is required if one is to use drift times to define (f> well.

Also, if hits are registered in only 2 of the 3 radial chambers positioned at increasing 

z over the forward tracking region accurate momentum measurements are not possible. 

Therefore planar chambers are included.

Each planar module consists of 3 drift chambers. Each chamber consists of 32 parallel
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drift cells (Figure 4.6) 4 sense wires deep. Adjacent chambers in each module are oriented 

at 60° with respect to one another. This results in good 6 measurement by drift time and 

therefore momentum, r and z -vertex information. The wires are readout at one end only.

Polypropylene transition radiators are located on the face of each radial chamber 

closest to the interaction region. The radial chambers are used detect the X-rays emitted 

by charged particles as they pass through the radiator.

T he Trigger Proportional Cham bers

Associated with the tracking system are several M W PC’s. In the forward and central 

regions these chambers are not read out wire by wire to assist in the reconstruction of an 

event but by pads which provide fast trigger readout and are segmented in a such a way 

as to form rays emanating from the interaction region. Their purpose is threefold.

1. Vertex reconstruction along the beam axis to discriminate beam-wall and beam-gas 

backgrounds.

2 . Provision of a topological track trigger for low multiplicity events using the ray 

readout segmentation.

3. Independent determination of bunch crossing time to

In the central region there are 2 cylindrical M W PC’s both consisting of a double layer 

of sense wires running parallel to the beam-line. Inside CJC1 and the CIZ is the Central 

Inner Proportional Chamber (CIP), while radially between CJC2 and the COZ is the 

Central Outer Proportional Chamber (COP). The chambers are read out by z<f> cathode 

pads perpendicular to the beam-line to provide a fast z -vertex trigger based on ‘roads’ 

emanating from the interaction region.

In the forward region there are 3 sets of M W PC’s, one in each supennodule (Figure 

4.6). Each chamber consists of a double layer of sense wires (spacing 4 m m )  with wires in 

adjacent layers offset by half a drift cell to provide a maximum drift time of 50 ns. This 

time resolution is enough to uniquely associate the track to its the beam crossing. Ai r<f> 

pad readout extends the fast z -vertex trigger to the forward region.

In the backward region the Backward Proportional Chamber is located, similar to the 

forward M W PC’s, but with 4 wire planes oriented at 45° with respect to each other. This
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Detector Component Design Resolution

Central 

Tracker 

(35° < e < 145°)

Central

Jet

Chamber

crTtjy =  100 fim

(tz — 24 m m  

o ds — 6%
ds

&two—track — 2.5 m m

Central Z  

Chambers

&z < 350 fim  

oT̂ {C IZ )  — 10 m m  

oT(j>{COZ) =  25 m m  

& two—track ~  3.5 m m

Forward Tracker 

(5° < 9 < 25°)

3x Supermodule 

Configuration

< 0.003p 

<T84> < 1 mrad

Backward 

(152° <  0 < 175°)

2x M W PC’s 0"apacc—point — 2 111771

Table 4.1: Performance Parameters of the HI Tracking System

forms the backward tracking detector. Wire readout allows accurate a: and y coordinate 

measurement to measure charged particles, mainly single electrons from the high rate low 

®, Q2 deep inelastic scattering events. These chambers also form part of the track trigger 

with the central and forward M W PC’s.

The resolutions of the tracking system can be found in Table (4.1)

Scintillation  C ounters

Between the backward electromagnetic calorimeter and the iron structure is a double layer 

of scintillator walls. Their function is to provide a veto trigger based on time-of-flight 

(TOF) information. Photomultiplier readout provides the necessary time resolution.

4 .3 .3  C a lo r im etry

Energy measurement at HI is conducted by sampling calorimeters, devices which periodi

cally sample the development of showers. Absorbers which enhance the showering process 

are sandwiched with active regions which sample the energy loss between. The sampling
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calorimeters are of two types, electromagnetic and hadronic, the construction differing due 

to the different production mechanisms and characteristics of the initiated showers.

An electromagnetic shower is the result of bremsstrahlung and pair production inter

actions within a material. High energy electrons will undergo bremsstrahlung processes 

on passage through material, the photons so produced are most likely to undergo pair 

production at high energies and thus there is a proliferation of electromagnetic particles 

(shower). Once the energy of these particles falls below a certain critical value ionisation 

losses become the dominant source of energy dissipation and the showering ceases. The 

im portant parameter to consider here is the radiation length of a material X ra(j, that is 

the distance over which a high energy electron loses all but a factor e of its energy through 

bremsstrahlung processes. The longitudinal development of an electromagnetic shower 

scales with Xratj. The rate of energy loss as a function of X Taf  ̂ rises until w 5Xra(j, 

reflecting the increasing number of shower particles, after which it falls rapidly as energy 

falls below tha t at which ionisation becomes dominant. So an electromagnetic shower is 

contained within approximately 20ACrad. Since radiation length is.roughly proportional to 

7̂ 5- where Z  is the atomic number of the traversed material, an electromagnetic shower is 

best contained by an absorber with high Z. The number of shower particles after a given 

radiation length is a function of the energy of the primary particle as is the longitudinal 

development of the shower.

Hadronic energy loss on traversing a medium is a more complicated m atter. About half
to

the incident energy is passed to fast secondaries which go ohhave further interactions, some 

goes into nuclear production of 7r0,s which decay to 7 7  and initiate electromagnetic showers 

and some into nuclear binding energy and neutrino production when breaking up nucleii. 

The longitudinal development of a hadronic shower scales with Ajnt, the nuclear interaction 

length. For high Z  absorbers Aint is of order 10’s larger than X ratj. Because the. .
( m e c h a n i s m  i s  d i f f e r e n t

showering ..A., to the electromagnetic case the rate of energy loss for a hadron initiated 

shower decreases with increasing Ajnt from the very start of the shower which can be 

contained in «  7Ajnt. Resolution of hadronic calorimeters is subject to all the same 

considerations as electromagnetic but there is also the significant, «  2 0%, energy loss due 

to undetectable nuclear binding energy and neutrino production. Therefore, for a given 

active m aterial the scaling factors used to convert ionisation to  energy values are different 

for electromagnetic and hadronic initiated showers and the electromagnetic component of
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Region $ coverage Electrom agnetic

Calorimetry

Hadronic

Calorimetry

Forward 4° <  6 <  20° Liquid Argon  

Lead Absorber

Liquid Argon 

Steel Absorber

Central 20° <9 <  150° Liquid Argon  

Lead Absorber

Liquid Argon 

Steel Absorber

Backward 152° <  0 <  176° P b/Scintillator Sandwich  

with photodiode readout

—

Very Forward 12.5 mrad < 9 < G 0 mrad _ Cu sandwiched  

w ith Si detectors.

Table 4.2: The HI Calorimetry

hadronic showers resulting from 7r° decays must be identified and scaled separately. This 

is the problem of calorimeter compensation. The solution adopted by the HI experiment 

is an online software compensation technique based on fine longitudinal segmentation of 

the calorimeter. Because of the small size of X ratj relative to for a given absorber, 

the electromagnetic component is distinguishable as a large energy deposition over a small 

traversed Ain t. Any such candidates are scaled by a different calibration constant and 

then summed with the hadronic component over both calorimeters to yield a final energy 

measurement.

Hadrons generally deposit most of their energy in the hadronic calorimeter and are 

thus distinguishable from electrons. However, there is a long tail to the energy deposition 

distribution in the electromagnetic calorimeter corresponding to the situation where an 

interaction produces a 7r° which undergoes an electromagnetic decay. There is a small 

probability tha t the interaction takes place at the very beginning of the calorimeter in 

which case this is not possible and one has the situation of a pion being mis-identified as 

an electron.

The HI calorimetry is based on a large liquid argon (LAr) calorimeter, backed up by 

an iron tail catcher and complemented by a warm electromagnetic backward calorimeter 

and a very forward plug calorimeter (Table 4.2)

Hadronic energy leakage out of the calorimeter is tagged and measured by the iron tail 

catcher.
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The plug calorimeter in the very forward direction reduces energy leakage through the 

beam-hole as much as possible.

T he LAr Calorimetry-

Liquid argon calorimeters have advantages for stable long term  operation and simple 

calibration. The response is homogenous for all detector elements and is very stable with 

time. Fine granularity and detailed longitudinal segmentation can be achieved and need 

only be limited by the number of electronic channels available to the readout system. LAr 

calorimeters are therefore well suited to e/w separation and energy flow measurements.

The LAr system consists of electromagnetic and hadronic calorimetry in the forward 

and central regions of the detector.

The basic unit of the calorimeter structure is the stack (Figure 4.7), the size of which 

is limited by the acceptable tolerances on absorber and active region thickness dictated 

by required energy resolutions. A typical stack comprises 2.4 m m  lead absorber plates in 

the electromagnetic part, 12 m m  stainless steel plates in the hadronic part with gaps for 

active LAr and readout between.

The stacks are assembled into 8-fold segmented rings (wheels) of calorimeter which 

sit around, and in front of, the tracker and beam-pipe. All LAr wheels share a common 

cryostat to improve hermiticity and reduce conversions and scattering of particles in the 

cryostat walls.

The orientation of the absorber plates is such that the incidence of a particle coming 

from the interaction point is as close as possible to the normal and not more than 45° 

since energy resolution is degraded as incidence moves away from 90°. Thus the plates 

are vertical in the forward direction, forward barrel part and backward barrel part, and 

horizontal in the central barrel part. These zones correspond to physically separated rings 

of stacks.

The containment of this system varies from 20 — 30 X Tâ  for the electromagnetic 

calorimetry and from 4 — 9 Aint for the hadron calorimetry, the exact numbers in each 

region dependant on the maximum energy expected.

Particles traversing the LAr gap ionize it and the generated free charge carriers are 

separated and collected by a high voltage maintained across the gap (up to 3 kV). The 

charge signal is generated by electrons drifting to the anode and collected onto pad read-
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W e i g h t :  H ad ro n ic  x  6,1001 H adronic *  6,200 T

E lectrom agnetic  x  1y250T Electrom aqneH c»1T

Figure 4.7: LAr stacks from the barrel region showing horizontal and vertical plate orien

tation

out structures. For good particle identification and e /7r discrimination fine granularity of 

readout is necessary to discern the different longitudinal and transverse shower develop

ments which distinguish the different particles. The pads are independent units inserted 

into the gaps between the absorber plates. The basic dimensions are »  2 x the Moliere 

radius (4.3 cm) for the electromagnetic pads, doubled for the hadronic pads. Twice the 

Moliere radius being a measure of the lateral distance out from the centre of a shower 

within which one expects 95% of shower particles to be contained.

The readout system associates sets of pads to form projective towers in <f> and pseudo- 

projective towers in 9 (Figure 4.8). It is also segmented longitudinally for e /7r discrimina

tion.

Backward C alorim eter

This is a lead/scintillator sandwich of, apart from a few edge towers, identical square 

towers. The plate orientation is vertical and each square is read out symmetrically at all 

four sides by wavelength shifter (WLS) bars.
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Figure 4.8: Longitudinal and transverse tower segmentation in the LAr calorimetry. The 

shaded areas show the pads which are grouped together in readout to form pseudo projec

tive towers. The thicker lines represent the longitudinal segmentation in the electromag

netic calorimeter.

The resolution expected is

Plug C alorim eter

This covers the angular region

&Ee _  13% 
Ee _  y/E + 1%

12.5 mrad < 9 < 60 mrad

and consists of square towers of copper absorber sandwiched with silicon detectors. The 

purpose of the calorimeter is to minimise the missing transverse energy due to hadrons 

emitted close to the beam hole, therefore the design maximises angular resolution

ee < 5 mrad

Electromagnetic Energy Resolution §  < 122(0 < 152°)

Hadronic Energy Resolution f  ~  ^ g ( 0 < 120”)

Angular resolution of jet directions < 10 mrad(6 < 20°)

e/'K rejection < 1 0 " 3

Table 4.3: Design Resolutions of the LAr Calorimetry
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while retaining a moderate energy resolution

a_ _  100%

E  y/Eh

4 .3 .4  Iron  S tru ctu re  and M a g n etic  F ie ld

The iron structure around the superconducting solenoid serves as a flux return for the 

magnetic field and provides the absorber material for the tail catcher calorimetry and for 

muon identification.

The structure is divided into 3 sections, the base plate which carries the solenoid, LAr 

calorimeter and trackers, and two barrel structures with end plates.

For the purposes of calorimetry and muon identification the iron is laminated. In these 

gaps streamer chambers are placed.

4 .3 .5  Ir o n  I n s tr u m e n ta t io n  a n d  M u o n  D e t e c t io n

The limited streamer tubes form two components;

1 . Muon Chambers.

High energy muons will always reach the muon chambers. Momentum measurements 

can be made by the precise determination of track coordinates to yield the magnitude 

of track curvature in the magnetic field inside the yoke and along the beam direction. 

Muon detection is carried out by 3(2) double layers of streamer tube chambers in 

the region 25° < 6 < 130° (5° < 9 < 25°).

In the barrel region the double layers axe located in front of the iron, at 30 cm 

iron depth and between the yoke and the outer concrete shielding. The chambers 

are oriented parallel to the beam-line. In the endcaps the tubes axe oriented verti

cally. There is no double layer outside the yoke since this region is covered by the 

forward muon detector.

2 . Tail catcher calorimetry.

The energy of high momentum hadrons leaking out of the back of the hadron 

calorimeter is longitudinally sampled using pulse height information of 3-fold longi

tudinally segmented towers and pad readout. 11 single 18 m m  layers of chambers 

are inserted between 10 T.5 cm sampling layers of iron. The readout structure forms 

an extension of the calorimeter tower structure.
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Drift distances Adrift < 250pm

Momentum 0.23 (25 GeV/c) < ^  < 0.32 (150 GeVfc)

Position < 0.5 mrad

Table 4.4: Design Resolutions of the Forward Muon System

The expected hadronic energy resolution is

crE 110%
E  ~  y/E

This is a tolerable figure given the small fraction of hadronic energy which leaks out 

of the liquid Argon.

T he Forward M uon D etector

In the extreme forward direction muon momenta are expected to be high and no longer 

accurately measurable by the central tracker and instrumented iron since track curvature in 

the solenoidal field is slight. Therefore a forward muon spectrometer has been constructed 

to cover production angles 3° < 9 < 17°.

This consists of 6 layers of drift chamber located on either side of an iron toroid bending 

magnet 1.2 m  long, providing a field strength of 1.5 T. In 4 chambers (0  chambers) the 

drift direction is radial to provide accurate 9 and therefore momentum measurement. In 

the other 2 (4? chambers) the drift direction is azimuthal for accurate <j> measurement. 

The resolutions of the apparatus are summarised in Table 4.4.

4 .3 .6  T rigger

Most of the interactions expected are not beam-beam physics, but background interactions 

due to synchrotron radiation from the electron beam, beam-gas collisions, off momentum 

beam-wall collisions and cosmics. The very high beam currents and small ep cross sections 

at HERA accentuate the problem.

Table 4.5 illustrates some estimated rates for interesting events. The expected rate 

of neutral current deep inelastic physics is at best 3Hz. This can be compared with the 

estimated background rates in Table 4.6, e.g, 9 X 103 s- 1m -1  for beam-residual gas inter

actions. It is clear that background, low Q2 DIS and photoproduction events rather than 

the more interesting physics will be the dominant source of triggers at HI.
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Process Cuts Rate Rate per bunch
(Hz) crossing

NC Q2 > 3 G eV 1 3 3 X 10-7
Q2 > 5000 GaV* 10-4 io - 11

CC Q2All 3 x 10~ 3 3 x 10-1°
Q2 > 5000 Gcv* 5 X 10-4 5 X 10~u

Photo All 103 o i ■fe.

production Visible 102 10-5
©jel > 5.7°, Ejet > 10 1

1O

ep —> ep 4  e 4  e - We+e-  > 1
© (e+,e-) > 2 .6 ° 0.14 1.4 x 10-8
©(e+ ,e - ) > 30° 8.0 x 10“ 3 8.0 X 10~ 10

ep —> ep 4  7 8° < e ( e }7) < 172° 4.3 x 10-3 4.3 x 10-1°
ep —+ ep 4  p 5° < ©(7r+ ,7T-) < 175° 56 5.6 x 10-6
p —> 7T + 7T — 30° < ©(tt+ .tt- ) < 150° 16 1.6 x 10-G
ep —» ep 4  p 5° < 0 (e + ,e “ ) < 175° 2.6  x 10-3 2.6  x 10” 1U
p —+ e+e- 30° < 0 (e + ,e - ) < 350° 0.73 x 10~3 0.73 x 10-1Cl
ep —» ep +  J/i/> 5° < 0 (e + ,e") < 175° 1.0 x K T2 1.0 x 10“ 9
J/t/> —> e+e~ 30° < 0 (e + ,e~) < 150° 0.3 x 10-2 0.3 x 10-9
ep -> ep + cc 45° < ©jet < 135° 2 x 10-2 2 x 10-9
c je t > 4
c -> je t

Table 4.5: Physics event rates (C — 2 x  1031 cm~2 sec”1)

Source Calculated Rate

Simulations

E E ± > 10 GeV SJS7.l > 1 GeV 
+  M W  PC z — vertex

lost protons 
lost electrons 
p — air (10“ 9Torr) 
synchrotron radiation 
photons ±  2.5m 
cosmic rays

3 x 105s- 1m -1  
1 x 103s“ 1m ~ 1 
9 x 103s- 1m -1  
1 X l O ^ - 1

3 X 103s-1

90s-1 2 X 103s “ 1 

0 .1s -1

Table 4.6: Background rates assuming 10~9Torr.
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Thus the challenge of the HI trigger system must be to accept all interesting physics 

and calibration events utilising the loosest possible threshold cuts while preventing back

ground from completely swamping the data acquisition system. The maximum rate at 

which events can be recorded is 5Hz.  It must also be able to make decisions about the 

usefulness of beam-crossings occurring every 96 nsec.

The solution adopted has 2 im portant features;

1 . The trigger has 4 levels corresponding to different decision times and levels of so

phistication of information available to the trigger logic. The aim being to reject 

background at the earliest possible time and so minimise dead time.

2. The information coming from individual subdetectors is closely correlated in struc

ture for ease of logical combination.

Calorim eter Triggers

Calorimeter signals can provide (for larger energy depositions) unique beam crossing deter

mination for the trigger since the shaped pulses pass through zero at a precisely determined 

time after the beam crossing, therefore the trigger can distinguish signals not coming from 

beam-beam fo’s.

As previously explained, the calorimeter is read out in a tower format. Tins is utilised 

to provide trigger signals at several levels of solid angle granularity by grouping them 

into trigger towers and big towers. The geometrical energy deposition information can 

be compared with energy thresholds at first level or combined with other detector trigger 

information for more sophisticated triggering operations.

M W P C  T riggers

These provide z-vertex and forward ray track triggers.

The forward ray trigger is available at first level because of the projective ray structure 

of the MWPC pad readout. The segmentation of the rays match the trigger towers of the 

calorimeter. In particular big-rays are formed to match very closely the acceptance of the 

big-towers of the calorimeter.

The z -vertex trigger is a significant peak in an event by event histogram of z intercept 

at the beam axis of all possible hit combinations in the CIP and COP or CIP and first 

forward MWPC. The associated logic is hardwired therefore available at first level.
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The backwaxd M W PC’s do not yet have any trigger function.

D rift Cham ber Triggers

The central jet chamber provides a r — (f> trigger using CJC1 and the first 8 wires in depth of 

CJC2 . Shift registers convert drift times into space points and this information is used to 

construct all possible combinations of ‘roads’ emanating from the beam-pipe. The distance 

of closest approach (DCA) of each road to the beam axis is then reconstructed. This is 

particularly effective in rejecting beam-wall backgrounds.

The central 2-chambers are used to form a more precise 2-vertex trigger than the 

M W PC’s. All hit combinations in the CIZ and COZ are reconstructed to form a 2-vertex 

histogram and the significance of the peak, depending on the to tal number of tracks in 

the event etc, determined.

M uon Triggers

The aim is to retain all events which contain candidate muons. Trigger readout is even

tually to be via pads in the instrumented iron read out as rays to match the trigger tower 

and ray structure of the calorimeter and M W PC’s. Therefore a muon trigger need only 

comprise coincidences between these and calorimeter trigger towers and inner track rays. 

Initially however, muon chamber signals will be clocked at 2QMHz yielding 2mm strip 

readout for the trigger.

Scintillator Triggers

The TOF veto is crucial in rejecting backgrounds due to interactions of the proton beam 

upstream of the detector. The BEMC’s are not generally capable of determining in which 

direction a particle passed through them and therefore the double layer of scintillator is 

used to distinguish particles arriving from the interaction point from those produced in an 

interaction with material downstream of the detector. Since, for a given buncli, particles 

produced at the interaction point travel approximately 4 m further than any produced 

downstream of the BEMC’s there is a time of flight difference for arrival at the scintillator, 

the background particles arrive earlier than the time expected from the information given 

by the HERA rf system.

The trigger is used to veto whole events.
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T he Level 1 Trigger

This is dead time-less: tha t is the data is not read out by the DAQ until after a level 1 

trigger occurs.

This is achieved since the trigger is based on hard wired logic working on data pipe

lined into shift registers at least 25 beam crossings deep, i.e. LI trigger decision is expected 

a little after 2 fisec after the relevant to. When a trigger decision is made all front end data 

is frozen and dead time starts. The trigger data is in the form of up to 64 sub triggers 

which are ’OR’ed to form an LI trigger.

The Level 2 Trigger
.is

Tliis'lstill a hardware trigger b u t, because it consists of more sophisticated logic and elec

tronics, L2 has an associated dead-time of «  21 fis. The main function of L2 is to sharpen 

cuts made at LI. Event rejection at L2 initiates overwriting of the shift registers. When 

this is complete the detector is again ready for ail LI trigger and dead time ends. An L2 

keep signal initiates the read-in of sub-detector information to local event memory buffers 

and extends dead time.

T he Level 3 Trigger

This is a software trigger with online processors operating on the restricted data generated 

by the LI and L2 triggers. The general aim of L3 is to sharpen cuts made by these 

earlier triggers using more sophisticated trigger operations on the data and combining of 

subdetector information. The aim of L3 is to reject most events well before the 800 fxs 

required to  complete the read-in initiated by L2 is completed. In some cases L3 may be 

activated after a LI keep. A rejection of the event at L3 will release the LI freeze on data 

taking and end dead time.

The Level 4 Trigger

This is an online filter farm which works in isolation from the rest of the trigger and is 

thus, in the strictest terms part of the data acquisition. A Level 4 keep signal is responsi

ble for dumping the entire event onto tape for later physics analysis. The processors have 

access to the entire event data and carry out pattern recognition operations. For exam

ple, beam-wall and beam-gas backgrounds are expected to be filtered effectively at this
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stage by looking for illegal vertices: etc. Events need not be accepted by L4 in the order 

in which they occurred in time due to the varying amounts of data generated by events 

which result in different processing times, but this is not problematic since a unique event 

number is associated with each event.

4 .3 .7  D a ta  A cq u is it io n  and  S low  C ontrols

Somehow the detector must be able to  take raw digitisations from detectors coming from 

L2 triggers expected at a 100 H z  rate, decide whether or not the event is of any physics 

interest and dump the large amount of data onto a computer for subsequent physics 

analysis. If this data is to be useful, the performance of the individual subdetectors and 

operating conditions must also be continually monitored in order that any malfunctions 

and problems are spotted and corrected as soon as possible.

This is the role of the data acquisition (DAQ) system (Figure 4.9).

The processor bus system is VME. The data flow possesses a tree structure with 

each subdetector and the trigger having its own branch, necessary for reasons of speed 

and independent monitoring of sub detectors. Each of these independent branches has a 

dedicated MACII monitoring computer. These perform stand alone control and DAQ 

in the branch for set-up, calibration and debugging. They also monitor and control the 

subdetector support systems such as high voltage, gas and cryogenics.

The data has to undergo processing for data compression, formatting, filtering, etc. 

and therefore data buffers, computer memories on the data bus, are necessary to minimise 

the dead time associated with these tasks.

The subdetector information is brought together for event building. The memories 

which hold the subdetector data from one event are connected to each other and to a 

central processor (MIPS R3000 rise based VMEbus array) which comprises the online 

filter farm of the L4 trigger and carries out any monitoring requiring data from more than 

one subdetector.

If the event survives an L4 trigger the data is passed to the data logger buffer where it 

is prepared for transfer to the DESY IBM over optical fibres. The maximum rate at which 

data can be transferred is ^  1 .6M Bytes  s -1  or 5 events s -1 .

All the monitoring computers and a central multi-user computer are connected via 

an Ethernet Local Area Network (LAN). While the detector is data taking the software
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running on these machines will provide clear up-to-date information to the shift crew in 

the form of histograms of gas pressures, H.V, resolutions etc. Therefore problems can be 

immediately spotted. The operator is able to debug and control the detector and trigger 

online via the central or sub detector computers and LAN.
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T h e S im ulation  Softw are

Before confident quantitative results can be obtained from the real data to be taken by 

HI extensive simulation studies of the data are necessary. This is especially important 

in areas such as exotic searches where one must demonstrate that what may well be 

small deviations from standard model distributions are not merely due to backgrounds or 

detector effects.

In this chapter the need for simulation studies is first discussed and the technique of 

Monte Carlo techniques introduced.

The generator Monte Carlo programs used for excited electron signal and background 

studies and the H I detector simulation Monte Carlos H1PSI and H1SIM are described.

Finally, a brief overview of the HI software suite is given and data management con

ventions within the collaboration briefly introduced.

5.1 T h e  N e e d  for S im u lation

The aim of any high energy experiment is to be able, with maximum efficiency, to take 

the measured 4-vectors and particle identification from the detector for any event and 

extrapolate from these back to the kinematics and nature of the fundamental interaction 

which occurred between the beam particles.

However, after the initial interaction, say the production of an excited electron or the 

fragmentation of the proton into struck quark and spectator di-quark in deep inelastic 

scattering, there, are two im portant stages to consider when one tries to understand the 

data the event eventually produces in the detector.

66
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• The particles produced by the fundamental interaction are unlikely to be the same 

as the particles which emerge into the detector volume. An excited electron will 

decay essentially at the interaction point reflecting the strength of the new preon 

confining interaction, the quark and di-quark will fragment into jets of particles in 

deep inelastic scattering.

Thus it is the decay products, perhaps even third or fourth generation, which enter 

the detector. Indeed further decays ahead of or in the detector may also occur.

Theoretical models provide predictions of cross sections for particular initial inter

actions and subsequent decays to the stable final states. The accepted method of 

testing theories is to compare these predictions with experimental results. In order 

to do this the model must somehow be incorporated into a simulation which gener

ates event samples according to its predictions. The characteristics of the expected 

events can then be studied so tha t distributions and strategies for isolating signal 

from backgrounds can be formulated using event characteristics. In this work the 

excited electron e j  decay signature and that of relevant background processes are 

simulated.

Simulations are also im portant for calibration of HERA’s operating luminosity. Pure 

QED processes for example are known to be described very accurately by the the

ory. Simulated distributions can therefore be directly compared to real data to give 

integrated luminosity (£) measurements.

Thus one requires EVENT GENERATOR software.

• Even given a model which completely predicts all cross sections and final state dis

tributions correctly, one still has to take into account the effect of errors introduced 

into the measurement of the particle 4-vectors by the detector itself.

The size and complexity of the H I detector means that a relativistic particle emerg

ing from the beam-pipe is confronted by a large amount of material with which it 

can interact. Such interactions include pair production from energetic photons, catas

trophic nuclear interactions involving hadrons and ionisation losses, and all involve 

energy loss or momentum change which act to distort the initial 4-vectors of the 

event.

Thus the physical presence of the measurement devices necessarily introduces a level
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of distortion to the data.

In the previous chapter the various HI subdetectors were described and note made 

of the resolutions of each, that is the accuracy to which a specific detector can make 

the measurement it is there to make. For example, an energy measurement taken 

by the calorimeter will be of limited accuracy due to uncertainties in

— containment of the shower

— conversion of shower energy to detectable energy

— effiency of read-out

— shower development

and these are all reflected by the subdetector resolution figures.

The finite resolutions of the subdetectors results in a smearing of the original 4- 

vectors.

Thus detector response simulations are required which, as a minimum, take an ini

tial set of 4-vectors and, using subdetector resolutions and secondary interaction 

probabilities and distributions, yield a set of smeared 4-vectors taking into account 

scattering, effect of the magnetic field on charged particles, gas ionisation for charged 

tracks, shower development in calorimetry, finite coverage of the detector, cracks in 

calorimeters and subsequent decays of unstable particles.

This is the function of DETECTOR RESPONSE software.

Apart from providing the fomidation on which the physics analysis will be based, sim

ulation studies also fulfill other im portant functions. At HERA a crucial problem will be 

how effectively the trigger can distinguish potentially interesting physics events from high 

rate backgrounds such as beam-wall, beam-gas interactions. Simulations are crucial to this 

work. Background generator packages simulate interactions of the beams with accelerator 

components, residual gas, beam-pipe etc and these events are passed through detector sim

ulations. The information is used to isolate characteristics of events to be used as online 

triggers or vetoes.

D ata simulation has also been essential in the development of the reconstruction soft

ware, a package that will eventually take the raw event data and reconstruct the informa

tion as 4-vectors with errors and particle identification. The pattern  recognition algorithms 

for example have been extensively debugged using simulated tracker raw data.
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5.2 M o n te  C arlo M eth o d s

The effects modelled by the simulation software have known distributions derived from the 

physics of the interactions. Unstable particles have known mean lifetimes, kinematics and 

cross sections can be calculated from the relevant theory, subdetector resolutions have 

been experimentally determined and so on. Thus, although one cannot reproduce real 

data on an event-by-event level one can generate event samples with the same overall 

distributions (given the model is a good one).

The method by which random numbers are generated according to particular distri

butions and weightings is known as the M o n te  C arlo  M e th o d  and is the basis of all the 

simulation programs (Monte Carlos) used in this work.

5.3 T h e  G en erator  P rogram s

The expected backgrounds to an excited electron have been previously introduced (see 

section 3.4.2). In order that strategies for best isolating the signal from these backgrounds 

can be developed a suite of Monte Carlo generator programs which simulate each event 

class is required. In this section these generator programs are described.

5 .3 .1  J E T S E T

Although, in theory, all hadronisation processes can be evaluated using QCD, in reality the 

equations become so complicated at low momentum transfers tha t they become effectively 

insoluable (Section 2.1.4).

The soft fragmentation of quarks into hadron jets falls into tills regime and so once 

one has calculated the hard parton level interaction using perturbative methods one is 

left with the problem of how to treat the resulting hadronisation of the partons. This 

is carried out by the JETSET [31] Monte Carlo using the Lund phenomenological string 

model for hadronisation of a multiparton configuration [32].

Using the string model of jet fragmentation (Figure 5.1) the Monte Carlo takes an 

initial parton configuration and simulates the soft hadronisation into jets of hadrons, with 

unstable hadrons decaying further.

Because of gluon self interaction, the color force between 2 partons moving away from 

one another is envisaged as a color flux tube being stretched between them. The energy
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Figure 5.1: Schematic showing the basic process of string fragmentation of partons into 

hadrons.

density along the string can be estimated;

M ass o f ty p ica l H ad ro n  1 GeVK — 1 Gev f m  1 ss 0.2 Gev2 (5.1)Size o f ty p ica l H ad ro n  1 f m

Thus, as the partons move apart the potential energy stored in the string increases 

until, when it is 2 — 5 f m  long, the string ‘breaks’ to produce a quark-antiquark (diquark- 

antidiquark) pair and there are now two parton systems. If any of these have enough 

invariant mass the string fragmentation continues.

W ithin this framework the various aspects of jet evolution are modelled and tweaked
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to agree, where possible, with known jet phenomenology. These include;

- Suppression of heavy flavours in the quark production mechanism.

- Relative probabilities that a quark-antiquark or diquark-antidiquark pair is produced 

on the breaking of a string.

- Type of meson (pseudoscalar or vector) or baryon (spin |  or | )  produced for a given 

set of quarks.

- Distribution of 4-momentum amongst the jet components.

Specific to HERA, JETSET also models the fragmentation of a baryon target struck 

quark-spectator quark initial configuration and estimates the weightings for events where 

the two quark object ends up in the same hadron compared to events where they do not.

Some of the hadrons produced will not be stable with respect to decays and these are 

implemented according to standard model techniques and phenomenology [12].

5 .3 .2  L E P T O

This is the Lund Monte Carlo program for deep inelastic lepton-nucleon scattering of the 

types shown in Figure 5.2.

The hard parton level interaction is generated using standard electroweak theory with 

some QCD corrections and the resulting parton configuration fragmented using JETSET

6.3. A full listing of the physics switches and cuts available can be found in the long 

write-up [33], those of particular interest here are summarised in Table (5,1).

A schematic representation of the program structure is shown in Figure 5.3. Once 

the user has specified any cuts and options the program initializes by calculating cross 

sections in the kinematic region allowed by the cuts based on the quark-parton model 

with electroweak m atrix elements for the hard scattering, folded with QCD evolved quark 

structure functions. The integrated cross section over this region can then be calculated 

to user supplied accuracy. The probability that a specific event might contain higher 

order QCD processes such as gluon radiation or boson-gluon fusion (Figure 5.2b,c) is also 

calculated and stored.

Events are subsequently generated weighted by these factors. For each the differential 

cross section is sampled and a Monte Carlo cross section estimation updated. The accuracy
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Figure 5.2: Deep Inelastic lepton-nucleon scattering processes generated by LEPTO
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User specified cuts, Event selections

Event R ecord
Beam particles, virtual exchange particles 

decayed and stable particles

LINIT
G enerator Initialisation  R outine

Calculates cross section in specified phase space 
Calculates QCD event weighting grid in x — W  

Perform 2-D numerical integration 
Calculate cr in region allowed by cuts

LEPTO
Generate one event of type specified in LINIT 

Sample differential cross section 
and update Monte Carlo calculation 

Fragment partons with JE T S E T  6.3

Figure 5.3: Schematic diagram showing structure of LEPTO.
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Option

Beam lepton 

Beam nucleon

Particle, 4-momentum 

Particle, 4-momentum

Type of 

Interaction

EM - Pure photon exchange 

Weak NC - Pure Z°  exchange 

Weak CC - W ± exchange 

NC - 7 , Z° with interference

Bjorken x 

Bjorken y 

Momentum Transfer Q2 

Scattered lepton energy 

Scattered lepton 6

0.001  < x < 1.0 

0.00  < y < 1.0

4.0 < Q 2 < 1.0 X 10®

1.0 < Ev < 1.0 X 10® 

0.0 < 6 < 3.1416

Table 5.1: Table showing some kinematic and physics user options available in LEPTO. 

of tills is given by;

= -X=  (5.2)
N  V N

Each generated event is recorded in its entirety. Every particle or je t which took part 

in the interaction (beam, virtual, quark jet, decayed etc) occupies one line in the event 

record storing particle type using the PDG particle codes [12], 4-momentum, mass, status 

and history [31].

5 .3 .3  C O M P O S

This is a Monte Carlo generator for compositeness physics in electron-proton scattering 

[26, 34]. Leptoquark, leptogluon, excited lepton and quark production are simulated, the 

excited electron possibilities are summarised in Figure 5.4.

The generator is based heavily on the model used by Hagiwara et al. [18] described in 

section 3.2. The basic kinematic variables x and Q2 of generated events are chosen accord

ing to  the cross sections given in equations 3.8, 3.13 and 3.10 folded, where necessary, with 

QCD evolved quark structure functions. Only 7  exchange is included, excited electrons 

with spin |  and magnetic transitions to ordinary electrons are assumed. The excited 

electron is initially produced on mass shell, then smeared according to a Breit-Wigner
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e o r  e o r  v
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Figure 5.4: Excited Electron events available in COMPOS
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function to simulate a natural width.

The available run cuts of interest here are shown in Table 5.2.

OPTION

Beam Lepton 

Beam Hadron 

Type of exotic particle 

Mass of exotic particle 

Interaction Scale A 

Lepton Bremsstrahlung

Particle type, momentum 

Particle type, momentum 

L G , LQ , e*, v *, q* 

GeV  

GeV  

On/Off

Decay channel

e* —+ e +  7  

e* —» e +  Z° 

e* -> V +  W ~

Production Mechanism Elastic, inelastic, both

Proton Structure 

Function Parameterisation

Table 5.2: Table showing some kinematic and physics user options available in COMPOS,

The structure of the program is very similar to that of LEPTO. The integration of the 

cross section is performed using a different method and fragmentation is with JETSET

7.3, A cross section value is available only from initialisation.

5 .3 .4  E P C O M P T

This program generates electron-proton wide angled bremsstrahlung events [35] in electron 

proton collisions at HERA energies.

The cross sections are derived using the calculations of Courau et al [28]. The cross 

sections are calculated from a convolution of the Compton cross section for the process 

ej* —*• e j  (7 *— virtual photon from proton vertex) and the photon spectrum radiated by 

the proton (Figure 5.5). The latter is dependent on the proton form factors (elastic) and 

structure functions (inelastic) and thus a slight model dependency is introduced in the 

inelastic case.

To simplify these calculations one makes the approximation that the Q2 of the virtual 

photon is small compared with W 2, the invariant mass squared of the final state e j t Since
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the im portant invariant mass range in this study is > 40 GeV  and cross sections are 

dominated by low Q2 processes this approximation is valid.

Figure 5.5: The Wide Angle Bremsstrahlung process factorised into equivalent photon 

spectrum and Compton scattering components.

5.4 T h e D e te c to r  R esp o n se  P rogram s

5 .4 .1  H lS I M

This is the HI detailed response Monte Carlo [38]. Its aim is to take a set of generator 

event 4-vectors and simulate, as well as possible, the physical effect the passage through the 

detector has on every particle and the subsequent raw data HI yields for that event. This 

is done within the framework of the CEEN program GEANT 3.14 [37].

There are 3 major stages in the processing of each event.

Compton Cross Section

da
dil*

Equivalent Photon Approximation (EPA)
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OPTION

Beam Particles Type, momentum

Mj^in (virtual electron)

M^ax  (virtual electron) (s -  nip)2

Q(jproton) 0.0 < 0 < 3.1416

6(photon) 0.0 < 6 < 3.1416

6{electron) 0.0 < 0 < 3.1416

Energy(electron)

Energy (photon)

Table 5.3: Table showing some kinematic and physics user options available in EPCOMPT.

• The Physics Simulation

Every particle is ‘stepped’ through small volumes of the detector. For each step 

physical affects such as bending in the magnetic field) interactions with the material 

and secondary particle generation are modelled.

In order that this can be done the program must have access to information regarding 

the detailed geometry of the detector, the material from which all components are 

constructed, a mapping of the magnetic field etc. All such non-event data is stored 

in the HI Database file.

The end product of tins stage are ‘HIT BANKS’ which store xyz  coordinates of 

exit/entry points energy depositions in each volume, for every particle, primary or 

secondary.

• The Detector Digitisations

Given the physics, the next stage is to simulate how this is converted to subdetector 

output data.

For tliis one needs to know where the active and dead material is in the detector, i.e 

how much of the physics is accessible to the measuring devices, the method and 

format of readout and the resolutions of the subdetectors. This information is also 

found in the database.

This stage outputs ‘DIGI BANKS’, data that, as exactly as possible, is in the same 

format as real data. Therefore in the form of channel numbers, wire addresses, ADC
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counts etc.

• Trigger

The trigger response for the event is simulated.

Using only information available at the time of each level, trigger decisions are carried 

out using software simulation of trigger logic and run conditions selected by the user.

The price paid for the best possible modelling of the physics is reflected in event 

processing times. Table 5.4 shows average processing time for a typical DIS event on the 

DESY Central IBM 3090. H1SIM can be run with either full shower production algorithms 

(GEANT/GHEISHA) or with a degree of parameterisation of the shower development and 

shapes (ALGORIX and GFLASH options).

Detector Simulation CPUtime/event CPUtime (1 hour’s data)

HI SIM 2.04 (GEANT/GHEISHA) 250 8 25 hrs

HI SIM 2.04 (ALGORIX) 88 s 8.8 hrs

HI SIM 2.04 (GFLASH) 25 s 2.5 hrs

H1PSI 0.92 0.07 s 25.2 s

Table 5.4: Event processing times (IBM 3090) for various detector response programs.

Using a reasonable rate estimate (Table 4.5) of w 0.1 H z  for a NC DIS event assuming 

a luminosity of 2 x 1031cm "2fi~ 1 it is clear that if one is going to try  and study HERA 

physics using the full Monte Carlo even in its fastest form the processing time required to 

simulate equivalent data samples is completely restrictive as shown in Table 5.4.

A faster method is obviously needed.

5 .4 .2  H 1 P S I

H I Param eterised Simulation, the fast detector response Monte Carlo [39]. The name 

is the key to the speed of the program. Where H1SIM tries to model as precisely as pos

sible the detector geometry, materials, physical processes, H IP SI uses parameterisations 

(simplified representations) wherever possible. Using initial conditions the program can 

therefore make fast predictions of the resulting track, shower characteristics etc.

For example, in the central tracking region, approximated by a simplified double cylin

der geometry, the program takes the initial 4-vectors of charged particles and uses a

• '■. .• .■

I  1 i j  1 j  .5
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function representing the magnetic field behaviour over the tracker volume to calculate 

a helix extending out to the calorimeter. Once the helix is defined the number of hits 

in the tracker is determined. Once all particles (including any secondaries) have been 

treated, tracks are discarded if the momentum is below some minimum value, there are 

not enough hits in the tracker to be able to reconstruct or if two fall within the two track 

resolution one is randomly discarded. The remaining tracks then have the ‘true’ helix 

points smeared by a relevant set of parameterised resolutions to produced a set of detector 

smeared ‘reconstructed’ tracks.

The output of H1PSI is tuned with output from H1SIM. So, for example, although 

the physical presence of cracks in the calorimeter (volumes effectively dead as far as mea

surement is concerned such as cable rims) is not included explicitly in the program their 

presence is reflected in the width of the Gaussian smeared resolutions the fast simulation 

uses. If an electron has 0, 4> such that it passes along a crack in the calorimeter the energy 

recorded by the calorimeter sits many standard deviations away from the mean of the 

distribution one would expect from just calorimeter sampling fluctuations etc. H1SIM 

would be aware of this and correct for it. W ithin H IP SI, which gains speed by including 

a pointing geometry structure to the detector and no fine detail within these volumes, the 

presence of a crack in a particular angular region results in  a widening of the Gaussian 

fitted to this resolution distribution. Thus particles passing through the relevant volume 

return energy measurements smeared by a wider Gaussian resolution rather than consid

ering whether or not they pass through a crack on an event by event basis.

5.5  S um m ary

The full suite of HI software simulation and reconstruction programs are shown in Fig

ure 5.6. Included here are the graphics programs EVLOOK and PSILOOK which pro

vide a graphical representation of what events look like in the detector. Also included is 

H1REC, the reconstruction package whose function it is to take raw data, either from HI 

or HlSIM output, and reconstruct tracks, clusters, kinematics in events.

In order that there is complete compatibility for input/output processes from one pro

gram to another the collaboration uses the BOS and FPACK data storage and management 

packages [40]. The analysis work presented here uses the DATMAN data management
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package [41] to access information from the Monte Carlo outputs.

Numerical results presented here use H1PSI results. There are several reasons for 

this. Firstly, a full study of the background processes is impossible using the full Monte 

Carlo due to the highly restrictive CPU time required to process even a fraction of the 

required number of events through. At this time there is also no stable version of the recon

struction program H1REC available to the collaboration and thus no track, cluster finding 

facilities for dealing with HI SIM output. This does not however seriously impede the aim 

of the work presented here since one is looking for fairly liberal limits on e* masses and A 

values and not the detailed quantitative analyses which will be required should candidate 

events actually be found in real data.
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Figure 5.6: Simulation, Reconstruction and Visualisation - The HI Software Suite
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E vent S election  and C uts

in  this chapter a set of event selection criteria and cuts is developed. The aim is to look 

for an e* signal over the full range of excited electron masses accessible at HEEA rather 

than specific mass searches. Thus, one aims to reduce wide angle bremsstrahlung and deep 

inelastic physics without significantly biassing against an e* signal in the full range 40 to 

250 GeV.

At the generator level e* —» e<y event characteristics are studied and these are used 

to propose a set of basic event selection criteria. Problematic wide angle bremsstrahlung 

events are also studied and the differences in final state distributions of these and the e* 

events discussed.

Samples of excited electron, wide angle bremsstrahlung and neutral current deep in

elastic scattering events are processed by the H1PSI detector Monte Carlo. The events 

are then passed through a set of cuts utilising the event selection criteria determined from 

the generator studies.

Signal losses and fake candidate events are discussed and further event selection cuts 

relevant to each background process added.

6.1 E x c ited  E lectron s - E vent C h aracter istics

6 .1 .1  e* P r o d u c t io n  K in e m a tic s

In order to study the kinematics and general features of the signal a sample of 2100 e* 

masses in the range 40 — 250 GeV  were simulated using COMPOS and allowed to decay to 

e j .  This mass range extends from a slight overlap with the current e* mass limits, derived

83
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from the most model independent production processes (Table 2.5), over the full range of 

e* masses expected to have a potentially discoverable production rate at HERA.

The kinematics of the e* production is easily understood since the basic interaction is 

the collision of the beam electron and a virtual photon (Pig. 6 .1).

=  30GeV 
=  - 3 0  G eV

7
Figure 6.1: e j  —* e*.

The photon is emitted from either the proton (elastic, quasi-elastic) or struck quark 

(inelastic) vertex. The energy of the virtual photon is limited by kinematics in the case of 

elastic production, and the x of the struck quark in inelastic production. The energy spec

trum  reflects the probability distribution of a particular energy photon from a vertex. The 

process is, as previously discussed (Section 3.4), low Q2 dominated. This is clearly seen 

in Figure 6.2 which shows the Q2 and lab energy distributions of the exchange photons.

Because of this low Q2 dominance in the cross section the e~f collisions can be thought 

of as effectively head-on and this is useful in deriving some estimates for kinematic limits 

on the production.

Since the virtual photon flux for a given me+ is dominated by energies close to produc

tion threshold it follows that;

• For m e* < 60 GeV  the excited electron will tend to be moving along the incident 

electron direction.

• For m e* = 60 GeV  the excited electron will be more or less produced at rest in the 

lab.

• m e* > 60 GeV  the excited electron is moving along the proton direction.
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This can be seen in Figure 6.3 which shows the variation of polar production angle 9

with m e* in the lab frame. The deviations from the beamline are due to finite Q2 values.

The minimum production energy follows from;

M 2 =  (E E )2 -  (£p ) 2 =  m\* (6.1)

Therefore, in the lab frame

ml* ~  (Ee +  E™™)2 -  (E™in -  E e)2
2

E™in  =  ^ -  =  8 20*
120

/  \  . ) =  7—;  (6 .2 )v '  98400 ..........  \  '
since E e =  30GeF, Ep = 820GeV  and x is the fraction of the proton energy carried

by the photon.

This kinematic constraint is illustrated in Figure 6.4 which shows the relation between 

production x and me* from the generator. The events at * — 1.0 correspond to elastic pro

duction. The population along increasing x for a constant m e* reflects the bremsstrahlung- 

like spectrum of emitted virtual photon energy and corresponds to more energetic e*’s. 

The corresponding minimum lab energy of the excited electron is therefore

m«*+( S - 30) 2 <6-3)

where e‘ and y '  are the decay products. This is shown in Figure 6.5,

Although the e* production itself is a low Q2 interaction, if a Q2 is reconstructed from 

the decay electron as though it were a DIS scattered electron the value is high due to the 

PT 0 ( m e*) gained from the e* decay.

Since Q2 ~  (Spy ) 2 it is possible to estimate the maximum reconstructed Q2 from 

the decay electron for a particular m e*. Again assuming Q2 (virtual photon) «  0 one sees 

the greatest pt  when the decay products are emitted at 9 = 90° in the e* rest frame, i.e 

Ept  =  m e*. In this case

Q m a x ( m e*) =  m e *  (®-4)

Figure 6.6 shows the variation of reconstructed Q2 with excited electron mass. The 

population as a function of Q2 for a given rae* is related to 0* the decay angle relative to
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the electron beam direction in the e* rest frame. Over 95% of the decay electrons have a 

reconstructed Q2 > lOOGeF2. Therefore excited electron events are distinguishable from 

the highest rate deep inelastic physics by a simple minimum Q2 cut. This makes the DIS 

background signal significantly more generatable one since

C{q2>4] «  150,000

<̂r[Q2>ioo] ~  5)000 pb

using LEPTO 5.2.

The low Q2 region of deep inelastic physics is also that most prone to photoproduction 

and beam-wall, beam-gas backgrounds since these processes too will be dominated by final 

state particles with low px- Thus excluding such events from consideration effectively 

excludes also the unpredictable and hard to anticipate and generate backgromid sources.
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Figure 6.2: Properties of the virtual exchange photon.
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Variation o f  p rod u ction  x with M ass(e*)
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Figure 6.4: Variation of production x with excited electron mass showing kinematic limit 

on minimum x.
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Figure 6.6: Variation of Q2 reconstructed from decay electron with excited electron mass.
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Figure 6.7: The (1 +  cosfl*) decay angular distribution of an excited electron in its rest 

frame.
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W ith these distributions in mind, and the (1 +  cos 0*) decay angular distribution of 

the e* in its rest frame with 9* relative to the electron beam direction (Fig. 6.7), the 

distributions of the decay products can be understood.

6 .1 . 2  T h e  e7  D eca y  P ro d u cts

The lab energy, polar and azimuthal angle distributions of the electron and photon decay 

particles are shown in Figures 6 .8 , 6.9, 6.10. The energy of the decay products is high, typ

ically > 15 GeV. The distribution of decay product 9 over the mass range of interest is 

peaked in the forward, proton, direction for both electrons and photons. At masses above 

60 G eV , i.e most of the events in the sample, the excited electron is produced moving in 

the proton direction therefore boosting the decay products forward. The tendency of the 

decay electrons to be preferentially emitted in the beam electron direction results in the 

observed distribution being less forward peaked than that of the photons.

The distribution is, as is to be expected, uniform in <f>.

In the rest frame of the excited electron the decay products obviously come off back 

to back in (f>. However, the (j) separation in the lab will depend on the Q2 of the exchange 

photon, since this effectively provides the e* with p? , and therefore on the 4-momentum 

of the e* in the lab. Figure 6.11 shows the azimuthal angle between the decay electron 

and photon in the lab. The distribution is strongly peaked at 180° due to the near beam 

axis direction of motion of the e*’s and low Q 2 dominance in the production process.

6 .1 .3  Invariant M ass

To reconstruct the excited electron state from.the decay products the invariant mass of 

the system is calculated. This makes use of the fact that, if a particle is produced on mass 

shell (E 2 —p2 =  m 2), then any subsequent system of particles resulting from its decay will 

have the same invariant mass, the mass of the excited electron in this case.

Thus taking the decay electron and photon the reconstructed invariant mass of the 

system is given by

M;2nv = i E eE., sin2 ( | ) (6.5)
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where 6 is the opening angle between the decay particle 4-vectors given by

00

8 0

6 0

4 0

20

0

Energy (GeV)
Lab en erg y  of d eca y  photon

|P e | |p 7 | c o s 0  =  p c .p 7

c o s*  *  (6.6)

Figure 6.12 shows the invariant masses reconstructed from the decay products using 

these expressions for the sample of e*’s generated in sets of 100 at 10 GeV  mass intervals.

0  2 5  5 0  7 5  100  1 2 5  1 5 0  1 7 5  2 0 0
Energy (GeV)

Lab energy or decay  electron

Figure 6 .8 : The lab energy distributions of the e* —► e'y decay particles
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Figure 6.9: The polar angle distributions of the e“ e7  decay particles
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Figure 6.10: The azimuthal angle distributions of the e* —> ey decay particles
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Figure 6.11: The azimuthal angle separation of the em —* ey decay particles
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Figure 6.12: Reconstructed Invariant Mass of the ey decay particles
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6 .1 .4  B a s ic  E v e n t  S e le c t io n  C r ite r ia

Using these results therefore one has several basic selection criteria for e* candidate events;

• Two energetic (E  15 GeV) electromagnetic clusters.

• One cluster identified as electron.

• Other cluster identified as photon.

• 120° < \<f>8eP(ej)\ < 240°.

• Large opening angle between the electron and photon.

• Reconstructed invariant mass > rj 40 GeV.

6.2 A  C om m en t on F in al S ta te  D istr ib u tio n s

As has been discussed previously, there is no way to tell an e* from a bremsstrahlung 

event reconstructing to the same invariant mass on an event by event basis. However, given

a sample of similar events, i.e of the same e*y final state invariant mass, then distinct

differences in the distributions between the two types of events become apparent.

Datasets (2000 events in each) were generated with COMPOS and EPCOM PT for e* 

(M (e*) =  40, 80, 120, 160 GeV) and wide angle bremsstrahlung events {M\uy(e'y) = 

40, 80, 120 , 160 GeV) to directly compare the distributions for final states corresponding 

to the same e* mass candidate.

The distributions of polar angle, energy and opening angle of the electron and photon 

are shown in Figures 6.13 - 6.17 for 2000 events of each

These distributions are very different for the e* and bremsstrahlung events. The dif

ferences can be exploited to improve the signal to background ratio when looking for a 

specific mass excited electron or when there is a possible candidate in the data sample 

yielded by the selections developed in this study. However, since this work deals with a 

general search procedure, cuts which would significantly improve resolutions for specific 

e* masses, for example looking for 120 GeV  candidate by requiring E1 > 50 GeV  and 

Ee < 100 GeV, (Figures 6.15, 6.16), would be very effective in reducing bremsstrahlung 

backgrounds of the same reconstructed invariant mass but would also seriously degrade 

signal from e*’s of any other masses.
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Figure 6.13: Polar angle distributions of final state photons in e* and wide angle
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Figure 6.14: Polar angle distributions of final state electrons in em and wide angle

bremsstrahlung events.
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Figure 6.15: Energy distributions of final state photons in em and wide angle

bremsstrahlung events.
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Figure 6.16: Energy distributions of final state electrons in em and wide angle

bremsstrahlung events.
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Use of these features should definitely be made for more detailed searches of data 

and therefore the limits on discovery mass with luminosity and A presented here must be 

viewed as the most conservative resulting from the most general search procedure.

6.3 S ignal and B ackground  in H 1 P S I

An advantage of using the fast Monte Carlo H1PSI is tha t it is possible to generate 

and simulate full data samples equivalent to years of running for both signal and the 

backgrounds anticipated here.

The program outputs for each event processed information on reconstructed tracks, 

clusters, triggers and the relevant measurement errors. The basic excited electron selection 

procedure is

• Require at least 2 reconstructed clusters in the event with E  > 15 GeV  and electro- 

magnetic fraction > 90 %, Candidate decay ey clusters.

• Lateral size of both clusters consistent with one particle.

• One candidate cluster has no tracks pointing towards it - photon candidate

• One candidate cluster has 1 track pointing towards it with tracker and calorimeter

measurement Xet<p < 3. - electron candidate,

• Separation in <f> =  180° ±  60°.

• Q2 reconstructed from electron > 100 G eV2.

• Afinv(e7 ) > 35 GeV.

The large opening angle between the decay products, and the tendency of the struck 

quark jet to be confined to low 9 (low Q2) results in the electron and photon being isolated 

in space. Therefore, the requirement that neither the electron nor photon cluster candidate 

have any other tracks associated with it appears a reasonable one.

6.4  P erform an ce o f  th e  C uts

Using these cuts the efficiency for selecting excited electron events can be studied and a 

first examination of problematic wide angle bremsstrahlung and DIS events made.
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The trigger efficiency on all these events is > 99% due to the large transverse energy 

deposition in the calorimeter and is not considered further.

6 .4 ,1  e* S ign a l L osses w ith  B a sic  A n a ly sis  C u ts

The basic event selection cuts are such tha t one would expect to  retain the majority of 

the excited electron events. Losses in the low mass region can be anticipated from the 

requirements that both decay products have E  > 15GeV  and the reconstructed Q2 > 

lOOGeF2. These are both very dependent on m e*, as mass increases so the average decay 

product energy and reconstructed Q2 increases. One would therefore expect losses in the 

lower mass region due to these cuts but these should be negligible at higher masses. The 

requirement that the decay products have 0 sep — 180° ±60° can also be expected to affect 

the lower masses more. Figure 6.3 shows the decreasing variation in 9e* as m e* increases, 

thus there is less px  available from the motion of the e* in the lab frame to boost the 

decay products away from back to  back in 0 .

Extra event losses must be understood in terms of detector effects.

Event samples consisting of 1000 e* s of each mass in the range 40—250 GeV  at 10 GeV  

intervals were processed by HIP SI. The event loss statistics are summarised in Table 6.1.

A small, fairly constant, number of events are lost with no reconstructed tracks. This 

corresponds to situations where the decay electron 0 is such that there were not enough hits 

in the tracking detectors to reliably construct a track with, i.e. low and high 0 electrons.

After a pronounced loss of low mass e*5s on the electromagnetic cluster selection there
vi-fcH in c re a s in g  m a s s

is a more-or-less uniform loss of events by  the cut? The losses at lower masses are at

tributable to the lower energies of the decay electrons and photons failing to pass the 

15 GeV  minimum while the near constancy after that represents almost exclusively a fail

ure on the 90% electromagnetic fraction cut. This fraction can in no way be interpreted as 

a real containment problem since it is far greater than expected from a 20 — 30Xra(j deep 

calorimeter. There is no observed geometric or mass dependency to the effect. Therefore it 

is likely that this is a H1PSI feature rather than a real effect probably due to some scaling 

factor introduced to simulate noise in the calorimeter which does not appear to be energy 

dependent and overestimates the loss of physics in the high energy regime represented by 

the excited electron events.

This will introduce an small underestimation of event selection efficiencies to be cal
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culated which if anything will make results slightly more pessimistic than they need be.

Events lost on the Q2 cuts clearly decrease as the e* mass increases, reflecting the 

increasing transverse momentum available to the decay electron.

Failure to identify a candidate cluster as an electron results from x 2 failure on energy 

or position matching of tracker and calorimeter measurements. Levels are higher than one 

would expect from just statistical considerations, which is to be expected due to reduced 

accuracy of error estimation of tracks as momentum increases and the particle trajectory 

in the x — y plane approaches that of a straight line.

Photon losses are due to tracks being associated with the photon cluster and levels are 

small,

6 .4 .2  A  N o te  on P h o to n  C onversion s

There is a finite chance that the high energy photons in the events under study will convert 

to electron-positron pairs on passage through the beam-pipe and tracker volume and thus 

be lost on the requirement that a photon candidate cluster has no tracks pointing to it.

Table 6.2  shows the percentage reduction in event identification efficiency for e* events 

processed by H1PSI with photon conversions in the tracker volume switched on in the 

detector simulation compared to the situation where no conversions are included.

This clearly shows th a t the effect is more important for the higher mass e* events. The 

more m aterial a photon passes through, the greater the probability that it will pair pro

duce. As has been seen previously the decay photons tend to be boosted further forward 

in the detector as e* mass increases, therefore they tend to traverse more material in the 

beam-pipe as angle of incidence moves away from normal. There is also the material in the 

end walls of the central track detector and face of the forward track detector to consider 

at 6 < 35°. These factors combine to increase the probability of conversion in the tracker 

volume.

Thus one increasingly loses signal as the production cross section decreases. The events 

could be retained if the photon candidate criteria were relaxed to take into account cases 

where an e+ e“ pair is associated with an energetic electromagnetic cluster. However this 

also introduces the possibility of new backgrounds and is not considered in this work where 

the emphasis is on a search for e* ’s using relatively straightforward selection criteria.

H 1PSI is therefore run with photon conversions in the tracker volume switched on with
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e*

mass

(G eP )

No

Tracks

Reconstructed

<  2 Energetic 

Electromagnetic  

Clusters

Q l

<  100 G e V 2

Failed to  

Find  

Electron

Failed to 

' Find 

Photon

I^sepl

Failure

40 1.1 ± 0 . 3 28 ± 2 1.9 ± 0 , 4 1.6 ± 0 . 4 0.6 ± 0 . 2 4.1 ± 0 . 6

50 0.2 ± 0 . 1 13 ±  1 6.9 ± 0 . 8 4.0 ±  0.6 0.2 ± 0 . 1 4.0 ± 0 . 6

60 0.3 ± 0 . 2 13 ± 1 3.6 ± 0 . 6 2.3 ± 0 . 5 0.4 ± 0 . 2 4.3 ± 0 . 7

70 0.5 ± 0 . 2 15 ±  1 3.3 ± 0 . 6 2.5 ± 0 . 5 0.2 ± 0 . 1 3.2 ± 0 . 6

80 0.2 ± 0 . 1 15 ±  1 2.1 ± 0 . 5 2.9 ± 0 . 5 0,4 ± 0 . 2 1.3 ± 0 . 4

90 0.1 ± 0 . 1 17 ±  1 1.1 ± 0 . 3 2.1 ± 0 . 5 0.7 ± 0 . 3 1.0 ± 0 . 3

100 0.2 ± 0 . 1 16 ±  1 0.7 ± 0 . 3 2.4 ± 0 . 5 0.1 ± 0 . 1 0.8 ± 0 . 3

110 0.2 ± 0 . 2 16 ±  1 0.3 ± 0 . 2 3.6 ± 0 . 6 0.8 ± 0 . 3 0.7 ± 0 . 3

120 0.3 ± 0 . 2 16 ±  1 0.4 ± 0 . 2 3.3 ± 0 . 6 0.7 ± 0 . 3 0.8 ± 0 . 3

130 0.1 ± 0 . 1 16 ±  1 0.3 ± 0 . 2 3.2 ± 0 , 6 0.6 ± 0 . 2 0.5 ± 0 . 2

140 < 0 . 1 15 ±  1 <  0.1 4.1 ± 0 . 6 0.7 ± 0 . 3 0.7 ± 0 . 3

150 0.2 ± 0 . 1 16 ±  1 0.1 ± 0 . 1 3.7 ±  0.6 0.3 ± 0 . 2 0.2 ± 0 . 1

160 0.1 ± 0 . 1 15 ±  1 0.1 ± 0 . 1 4.7 ± 0 . 7 0.3 ± 0 . 2 0.1 ± 0 . 1

170 < 0 . 1 18 ±  1 0.1 ± 0 . 1 3.6 ± 0 . 6 0.9 ± 0 . 3 0.1 ± 0 . 1

180 <  0.1 15 ± 1 <  0.1 4.9 ± 0 . 7 - 0.1 ±  0.1

190 <  0.1 16 ±  1 < 0 . 1 4.4 ± 0 . 6 - 0.2 ±  0.1

200 0.1 ± 0 . 1 13 ±  1 < 0 . 1 6.3 ± 0 . 7 - 0.2 ±  0.1

210 0.2 ± 0 . 1 16 ±  1 <  0.1 5.6 ±  0.7 - 0.1 ± 0 . 1

220 0.2 ± 0 . 1 16 ±  1 <  0.1 5.1 ± 0 . 7 - 0.2 ± 0 . 1

230 0.1 ± 0 . 1 14 ±  1 <  0.1 6.4 ±  0.8 - <  0.1

240 0.4 ± 0 . 2 15 ±  1 <  0.1 5.5 ±  0.7 - 0.1 ± 0 . 1

Table 6.1: Percentage signal loss using the basic event.selection.
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the same isolation event selection requirement.

6 .4 .3  T h e  W id e  A n g le  B rem sstra h lu n g  C uts

In the comparison of the final state distributions of e* and wide angle bremsstrahlung 

events (see Section 6 .2 ) it was noted that the exploitation of the differences as cuts will 

be im portant in more mass specific searches. However, one feature which can be used in 

this work is the different polar angle 6 distributions of the final state photons.

Figure 6.13 illustrates the dominance of backward going photons in bremsstrahlung 

events with Mjnv(e7 ) extending over a large range of interest here while for excited electron 

events the region is relatively unpopulated.

Therefore, a maximum 91 cut can only improve the signal to background ratio.

A data sample of bremsstrahlung events with M'my > 25 G eV  was generated using

e* mass

(GeV)

% Reduction in Event 

Identification efficiency

40 1.7 ±0.6

50 3.5 ±0.7

60 6.5 ±0.9

70 8.9 ±1.1

80 11.9 ±1.2

90 8.9 ±1.1

100 11.0 ± 1.2

110 IT .8 ±1.2

120 12.8 ±1.3

130 11.2 ± 1.2

140 11.5 ±1.2

150 13.0 ±1.3

160 12.3 ±1.2

170 14.9 ±1.4

Table 6.2: Percentage of events lost through photon conversions for various excited electron 

masses.
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EPCOM PT and processed by H1PSI and the basic e* event selection cuts of Section 6.3.

The distribution of final state photon polar angle 0 with M jn v  is shown in Figure 6.18 

for 4784 events passing these selection cuts.

4y vs MtoXey) -  WAB Backgrounds

Figure 6.18: 07 vs M;nv for wide angle bremsstrahlung events passing basic e' selection 

cuts.

The tendency of photons to be backward going over a large range of masses of interest 

can be seen. Comparing these results with those of Figure 6.9 which shows the 0 distri

bution of the e* decay products shows that requiring a maximum 07 of 140° significantly 

reduces bremsstrahlung backgrounds for a small loss in the e* signal which is restricted to
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the lower mass, higher cross section, region.

Figure 6.19 shows the effect of such a  cut on the invariant mass distribution of wide 

angle bremsstrahlung backgrounds. The number of events remaining is 2122, a reduction in 

background signal of approximately 55 ±  1%. The reduction falls off as ikfjnv increases, re

flecting the trend of higher Mjnv wide angle bremsstrahlung backgrounds to have the 07 

distribution less backward dominated, see Figure 6.13.
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Figure 6.19: The invariant mass distribution of wide angle bremsstrahlung events passing 

the basic e* selection cuts before and after the < 140° cut.
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6 .4 .4  T h e  N e u tr a l C urrent D IS  B ack grou n d  C u ts

There is no reliable way of anticipating the class of neutral current deep inelastic physics 

which is problematic for excited electron event selection so there is no safe alternative 

but to generate a representative event sample, study the candidate events and use the 

information to propose further cuts. The aim of the further cuts is to ultimately yield 

a set of candidate events from HI data where one is confident tha t the level of DIS 

backgrounds is small, thus reducing the effects of assumptions about the distribution of 

these backgrounds which is difficult due to the unpredictable source of problematics.

The first sample of events processed by H1PSI was generated with Q2 > 100 G eV2 

only. The details of dataset I can be found in Table 6.3. The level of events which passed 

the basic event selection cuts for candidate e*’s corresponds to «  12 pb. The invariant 

mass distribution and the reconstructed Q2 of these events is shown in figure 6.20(a). This 

shows clearly the effectiveness of a Q2ec > 300 G eV2 cut for rejecting DIS backgrounds 

over a wide range of invariant masses.

DATASET

LEPTO 5.2 

data sample 

cuts

Integrated 

Cross Section 

(Pb)

Number of 

Events 

Processed (P&” 1)

I Q2 > 100 GeV  only 4,664 ±  21 26,148 5.61 ±0.03

II Q2 > 300 GeV  only 1,100 ± 5 25,593 23.3 ± 0 .1

III

Q2 > 100 GeV 

< 1 track with 

9 > 25° and E  > 1 GeV

1,850 ± 4 184,934 100.0  ±  0.2

IV

Q2 > 300 GeV  

< 1 track with 

6 > 25° and E > 1 GeV

369 ± 1 104,493 283 ± 1

Table 6.3: The DIS background event samples.

A Q2 > 300 G eV2 cut is also useful when generating DIS background representative of 

a reasonable integrated luminosity from HERA ( 1 year’s data expected to be ~  100 pb~1). 

Thus, the LEPTO data sample II was generated with a Q2 > 300 G eV2 cut, (Table 6.3).

Figure 6.21  shows the invariant mass plot and the number of tracks with 6 > 20° for 

the events which pass the e* analysis cuts.
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Of 25,593 events, 63 survive the analysis cuts corresponding to a cross section of 3 pb. 

Of these none have less than 3 reconstructed tracks located centrally (0 > 20°) in the 

detector. This can be compared with the excited electron events from section 6.1 where 

«  80% of events have less than 2 such central tracks, reflecting the low Q2 dominance 

in the inelastic e* production process. Restricting the event sample to those with just 

one energetic track at reasonable 0 is in keeping with the aim of looking for distinctive 

event signatures and a sample relatively free of DIS contamination without resorting to 

the powerful cluster multiplicity cut (Number of clusters in event =  2 ) which kills all DIS 

at the expense of the deep inelastic e* signal.
VrhiCKj

The new selection criteria*now also require, in addition, a maximum of one central 

trackv/esE: then tested on the LEPTO event sample III (Table 6.3) representing 100.0 pb-1 

of potential DIS backgrounds. Figure 6 .22 (a) shows the invariant mass plot of the events 

which survive the new set of analysis cuts, these correspond to a cross section of «  0.6 pb of 

surviving DIS background. However, Figure 6.22(b,c) shows the relation between invariant 

mass and 07 for both DIS fake events and real e* events.

The form of the distribution for excited electron events has been previously discussed 

(see section 6.1.2). Far forward going photons tend to be associated with high mass states.

The case for the DIS background is quite different. Here, because the energy of the 

scattered electron is close to beam energy, and it is always the scattered electron which is 

identified with the decay electron, there are no cases of mis-identified pions in the prob

lematic events, it is the photon candidate that has to generate the high invariant mass. In 

DIS events the most likely place these are to be fomid are in tight clusters of forward going 

photons from the struck quark jet. In the problem events these are sufficiently isolated 

from other jet fragments to reconstruct as single photon candidates. However, the energy 

is not, on the whole, as high as the authentic decay photons usually found in this 9 region 

and so the reconstructed invariant mass is lower than in true events.

A simple cut on minimum 07 would lose these low mass fakes at the expense of high 

mass (low cross section) signal and would therefore be unproductive. Instead, a better cut 

makes use of the different 07, Mjny distributions.

The function superimposed on both plots is

07 =  exp(5 .7~0.05M inv) (6.7)
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at below these values one would expect to find few real events but a significant 

fraction of DIS background.
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Figure 6.20: (a,b) - Invariant Mass and Reconstructed Q2, (c) - Invariant Mass

(^?rec > 300 G eV2), for LEPTO candidates (Q |en > 100 G eV2).
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Figure 6 .2 1 : (a) - Invariant mass and (b) - central track multiplicity distributions of

LEPTO 5.2 e* background events generated with Q2 > 300 G eV2.
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Figure 6.22: (a) - Invariant mass distribution of dataset III DIS events surviving analysis 

cuts, (b,c) - 9y vs Afjnv for DIS and e* events.
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The dataset used for the results presented in the next chapter is set IV from Table 6,3. 

The event sample is equivalent to an integrated luminosity of 283 ±  lp 6_1, corresponding 

to approximately 3 years of expected HERA data if analysed with the selection cuts 

developed in this section,

A summary of event cuts and performance in reducing deep inelastic neutral current 

scattering e* backgrounds is given in Tables 6.4 and 6.5. The aim was to develop a set of 

event selection criteria which should yield an event sample relatively uncontaminated by 

DIS. W ith the cuts of set D in Table 6.4 one would expect «  20 e* candidate events over 

a wide range of invariant mass per year’s running from DIS sources. Figure 6.23 shows 

a typical event of this kind in the HI detector. In this case the decay photon candidate 

is actually 3 photons from the decay of a a?, highly collimated due to the high energy of 

the hadron and therefore identified as a single particle. Figure 6,24 shows a typical deep 

inelastic 100 GeV e* event for comparison. Other events which survive the analysis cuts

at tills stage are mainly due to decays of the type

7r° 77

w —» 7r°7 777

V ~* 77

and are effectively indistinguishable from signal due to the tiny opening angles between 

the decay photons.

Table 6,5 summarises the performance of each set of analysis cuts on the sets of DIS 

background events, the remaining cross section for problematics after the application of 

the cuts. So cross sections in each column should be the same.

6.5 A  Sum m ary  o f  E x c ited  E lectron  E ven t S e lec tio n  C u ts

The final set of cuts therefore, chosen to yield an event sample which minimizes wide 

angle bremsstrahlung and neutral current deep inelastic backgrounds while not seriously 

discriminating against any particular e* mass in the HERA accessible range, is summarised 

in Table 6 .6 .
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Figure 6.23: DIS e* background event surviving all cuts. M jn v  = 80.7GeV  and photon 

candidate from the decay tu —* ir°7  —► 7 7 7 .
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Analysis Cut Set Event Selection Cuts

A

> 2 clusters in event with E  > 15 GeV  and electromagnetic 

fraction >90% .

Qtbc > 100 G eV2 

Minv(eT) > 35 GeV  

120° <^sep(c'y) K, 240°

B

> 2 clusters in event with E  > 15 GeV  and electromagnetic 

fraction >90% .

Q2ec > 300 G eV2 

Minv(e7 ) > 35 GeV  

120° <  <£sep(e7 ) < 240°

C

> 2 clusters in event with E > 15 GeV  and electromagnetic 

fraction > 90%.

QleC > S00 GeV 2

Minv(eT) > 35 GeV  

120° < <£sep(e7 ) < 240°

< 1 reconstructed track with 0 > 20°

D

> 2 clusters in event with E  > 15 GeV  and electromagnetic 

fraction >90% .

Q?ec > 300 G eV2 

M nv(e7) > 35 GeV  

120° < <£sep(e7 ) < 240°

< 1 reconstructed track with 9 > 20°

07 > e(5-7-°-05Minv)

Table 6.4: Summary of cuts used to deselect Neutral Current DIS e* backgrounds.
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DATASET Cross Section Surviving Analysis Cuts (pb)

I

Cut Set A Cut Set B Cut Set C Cut Set D

12.8 ±  1.5 3.6 ± 0 .8 _ -

I I - 2.7 ± 0 .3 _ -

I I I - - 0.6 ± 0.1 0.16 ±0.04

IV - - 0.64 ±0.05 0.20  ± 0.02

Table 6.5: Summary of analysis cut performance on LEPTO Neutral Current Deep In

elastic Scattering e* backgrounds.

e* E v en t S election  C r ite r ia

> 2 Clusters with E  > 15 GeV  and Electromagnetic Fraction > 90%

Qrec > 300-G eV2 

^ in v (e 7 ) > 35 GeV

120° < (j)sep < 240°

< 1 reconstructed track with 6 > 20° 
e (B .7-o.O BM i n v ) <  ^  <  1 4 0 °

Table 6.6: The Final e* Event Selection Criteria.



C hapter 7

D iscovery  L im its for E xcited  

E lectron s at H E R A

In tliis chapter limits 011 A and upper masses are set at 95% confidence level from the 

search for excited electrons at HI.

Event samples representing signal and all anticipated backgrounds are generated and 

processed by H IP SI. A final event sample representing the e* candidate events is selected 

using the criteria developed in the previous chapter and summarised in Table 6 .6 .

Limits on A which can be set at HI as a function of e* mass are calculated. Upper limits 

of e* mass which can be excluded given various values of A and /  C are also presented. 

These results are compared with those already set by LEP I and those predicted for LEP II.

7.1 T h e E vent S am ples

The data samples generated and subsequently analysed represent full excited electron 

signals in the mass range 40 — 240 GeV  and all anticipated problematics, given the analysis 

cuts, arising from wide angle bremsstrahlung and neutral current deep inelastic physics. 

The details of these samples are summarised in Table 7.1

7.2 T h e  E ven ts S urv iv in g  th e  e* C u ts

The characteristics of the events surviving the analysis cuts and therefore contributing to 

the final distributions were studied. In the case of excited electrons this was to determine

122
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DATA

SAM PLE

GENERATO R

DETAILS

CROSS 

SECTION (pb)

#  EV ENTS  

G E NE R AT ED

EQUIVALENT

/ £  (p &_1)

EXCITED

ELECTRON

EVENTS

COM POS  

M ass 40 -  240 G e V  

A =  1000 G e V  

Full 7  exchange 

Production a  

Decay e* —v e7 

EHLQ set I 

0.001 <  x  <  1.0 

0.0 <  Q 2 <  106

Varies

with

Mass

2000 

of each  

m ass

Varies

W IDE

ANGLE

BREM SS

TR A H LUN G

E P C O M P T /C O M PT  

M jn v (e7 ) >  25 G e V  

E e, Ey  >  5 G e V  

E e ±  Ey  >  20 G e V  

3.6° <  0el7 <  176°

53 ± 0 . 4 26,702 503 ± 4

N EU TR A L

C U R R E N T

DIS

LEPTO  5.2 

0.001 <  a <  1.0 

300.0 <  Q 2 <  106 

<  1 Track w ith  

e >  25° and E  >  1 G eV  

EHLQ set I

369 ±  1 104,493 283 ± 1

Table 7.1: The signal and background data samples used in the analysis.
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tlie magnitude and mass resolution for given e* masses. For the backgromid events, dis

tribution functions were fitted to the surviving events.

7 ,2 .1  T h e  e* S ig n a l

Table 7.2 summarises the performance of the event selection package on e* events in H1PSI. 

The resulting effective cross section for each e* mass is a product of the full production 

cross section as calculated by COMPOS, the branching ratio to ey [Equations 3.15, 3.16, 

3.17] and the event identification efficiencies using H1PSI and the selection criteria.

The mass resolution of the resulting e* invariant mass peak is given as the standard 

deviation of a fitted Gaussian, although the generated mass is smeared with a Breit- 

Wigner function the dominant contribution to the finite width of the peak comes from 

the parameterised resolutions in H1PSI which result from fitting Gaussians to parameters 

derived from real data and HI SIM results.
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e*

Mass

(GeV)

Production 

<j  (pb)

(A = 1000 GeV)

Brandling 

Ratio 

to ey

Event 

Identification 

Efficiency (%)

Effective

<r(pb)

(A = 1000 GeV)

Mass

Resolution

(GeV)

40 2.011 ±0.004 1.00 41.2 ± 1 .4 0.82 ±  0.03 0.77 ±0.02

50 1.636 ±0.004 1.00 51.2 ± 1 .6 0.84 ± 0 .03 0.87 ±  0.02

60 1.33 ±0.01 1.00 60.2 ± 1 .7 0.80 ± 0 .03 1.01 ±  0.02

70 1.098 ±0.007 1.00 56.9 ±  1.7 0.62 ±0 .03 1.08 ±0.03

80 0.907 ±0.004 1.00 60.4 ± 1 .7 0.55 ± 0 .02 1.19 ±0.03

90 0.748 ±0.003 0.88 64.7 ±  1.8 0.43 ±  0.01 1.18 ±  0.03

100 0.617 ±0.002 0.72 64.6 ±  1.8 0.287 ±0.008 1.23 ±  0.03

110 0.505 ±0.001 0.60 63.5 ± 1 .8 0.192 ±0.005 1.33 ±0.03

120 0.409 ±0.001 0.53 63.4 ±  1.8 0.137 ±0.004 1.35 ±  0.04

130 0.331 ±0.001 0.47 64.4 ±  1.8 0.100 ±0.003 1.36 ±0.03

140 0.268 ± 0.001 0.44 67.1 ± 1 .8 0.079 ±  0.002 1.37 ±0.03

150 0.213 ±0.001 0.41 66.6  ± 1.8 0.058 ±0.002 1.38 ±0.03

160 0.168 ± 0.001 0.39 66.3 ±  1.8 0.043 ±0.001 1.38 ±  0.03

170 0.130 ±0.001 0.37 65.0 ±  1.8 0.0313 ± 0.0009 1.43 ±  0.03

180 0.099 ±  0.001 0.36 65.0 ± 1 ,8 0.0232 ±  0.0007 1.42 ±0.04

190 0.074 ±0.001 0.35 65.9 ± 1 ,8 0.0171 ±0.0005 1.54 ±0.04

200 0.053 ±0.001 0.34 66.8  ± 1,8 0.0120 ±  0.0004 1.49 ±  0.03

210 0.037 ±0.001 0.34 66.3 ± 1.8 0.0083 ±  0.0003 1.47 ±0.03

220 0.024 ±0.001 0.33 64.8 ± 1.8 0.0051 ±  0.0003 1.59 ±0.03

230 0.015 ±0.001 0.32 66 .7 ±  1.8 0.0032 ±  0.0002 1.50 ± 0.03

240 0.009 ±  0.001 0.32 64.1 ± 1.8 0.0018 ±  0.0001 1.53 ±0.03

Table 7.2: Summary of analysis performance for excited electron events.
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7 .2 .2  T h e  W id e  A n g le  B rem sstra h lu n g  B ack grou n d  D is tr ib u tio n

Figure 7.1 shows the invariant mass distribution for an event sample representing 503 ± 

4p6-1  of wide angle bremsstrahlung background events surviving the e* event selection. 

Figure 7.2 shows the corresponding distribution of effective cross section (pb GeV-1 ) with 

Minv(e7 ) and the function fitted.

7 .2 .3  T h e  D e e p  In e la stic  S ca tter in g  B ack grou n d  D is tr ib u tio n

Figure 7.3 shows the invariant mass distribution for 283±lp6” 1 of deep inelastic scattering 

background events surviving the e* event selection. Figure 7,4 shows the corresponding 

distribution of effective cross section (pb GeV""1) with Mjnv(e7 ) and the function fitted.
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Figure 7.1: Invariant mass distribution of 503±4p6 1 of wide angle bremsstrahlung events 

which survive the e* selection cuts.
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Figure 7.2: Cross section distribution with A/jnv of wide angle bremsstrahlung events 

which survive the e* selection cuts.
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I EntriM

Figure 7.3: Invariant mass distribution of 283 ±  lpb 1 of deep inelastic scattering events 

which survive the e* selection cuts.
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Figure 7.4: Cross section distribution with M\nw of deep inelastic physics events which 

survive the e* selection cuts.
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7.3 E lectro n  C o m p o siten ess  L im its from  H I and H E R A

Given the fitted cross section distributions of Figures 7.2 and 7.4, the effective cross sections 

and widths of the e* peaks (Table 7.2) and the variation of e* production cross section 

with compositeness scale (Figure 3.4) ;

cre*(A)  =  <V(A:=ioooGeF)-106.A -2  (7 .1 )

One can set limits at 95% confidence limits on e* masses and A at HERA.

7 .3 .1  L im its  o n  A

For a given integrated luminosity £  the total number of background events, in

the same mass bin as 95% of the excited electron events can be calculated. This is 

done using the fitted background distributions, Table 7.2 which summarises the e* event 

performance of the cuts and the assumption that 95% of the e* events are contained in a 

bin ±l-96<rwjdth centered on the e* mass.

One then uses the Poisson probability distribution for observing N 0\ya events in a bin 

when njjkd are expected and perform a summation until

^ P ( A ) > 0 . 9 5  (7.2)
N

and an approximate value for the nmnber of events above which a 95% confidence limit 

of not belonging to the expected background distribution can be set.

This immediately yields a lower bound on e* effective cross section at this mass since

Aobs(95%C£) ~  ne*(min) + nbkd (7.3)

and
. ne* (m in) 

cre*(mm) = ---------------------------------------------------- (7‘4)

So, the failure to observe an excited electron signal to 95% confidence limit at a given 

e* mass and integrated luminosity excludes A values up to

a = 1 q 3  /MA^lOOOGey) (76)
y <re*(min)

Figure 7.5 shows the limits which can be set on the magnitude of A as a function of 

e* mass for £  — 100p6-1  at HERA. The falling off in maximum A at lower e* masses is
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due to the lower event selection efficiencies in this region. The region also corresponds to 

largest background levels. At masses greater than approximately 140 G eV  the maximum 

A accessible falls even more rapidly than before this point. This is due to the 1 event 

minimum required when expected background levels have fallen well below this value.

A price is obviously paid for the event selection cuts which discriminate against lower 

mass excited electrons, that is Q 2 > 300 G e V 2 and the minimum cluster energy require

ments. This situation can be improved on by removing these cuts and making use of 

Figures 6.13 through 6.17 which illustrate the different wide angle bremsstrahlung and 

excited electron decay product distributions at these low masses. In this region the mag

nitude of the background is comparable to that of the signal and thus these cuts can reduce 

the signal to background ratio. This would however involve a study of vastly greater num

ber of deep inelastic backgrounds since the powerful Q 2 cut is lost. If a certain amount of 

anticipation, for example only processing generator events through H1PSI if  they contain 

high energy photons at finite angles in the detector, is employed this signal is probably 

generatable. However, this is not as desirable as a full event sample study.

So, given a year’s running of HERA at design lmninosity (100p&-1 ) compositeness 

limits at 95% confidence limits extend from

A > 2500C?eVr2 (mB* =  40GeF) (7.6)

A >  3100GeF2 (me* =  60G eV )  (7.7)

to

A > 400G e V 2 (m e* =  240GeP) (7.8)

on lower limits to the value representing the scale of the production interaction.

The compositeness limits derived in this study can be compared to those predicted for 

an equivalent integrated luminosity at HERA. The work of Berger et al. [27] is a study

of elastic channel excited electrons only, with a limiting background due to wide angle

bremsstrahlung e + p  —» e +  p +  7 . Cuts on Q2, tc, J2'PT> M-inv and opening angle which 

are mass dependent are put on the data, but 110 detector simulation is performed. The 

limits derived (£  — 200p6-1 ) are shown in Figure 7.6 together with an equivalent set of 

values derived in this study.

The general increased sensitivity of the results using the whole e* signal over an elastic 

channel search is obvious. Note also that Berger performed 110 detector simulation and
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Figure 7.5: Limits cm A at HERA ( f  £  ~  100p6-1 ).
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assumed 100% identification efficiency for events which survive the selection criteria. There 

is also a question as to whether, in stressing the benefits of a search for e*’s in the elastic 

channel only, the sizeable fraction of quasi-real ep —» e X y  bremsstrahlung events which 

have the ey pair back to back in the lab and are therefore indistinguishable from elastic 

bremsstrahlung have been neglected in background calculations.

Results at lower e* masses are better in the elastic search, this is probably a reflection 

of the difficulty of generating deep inelastic backgrounds in this region rather than a real 

effect and can be improved upon using the methods discussed earlier in this section.

-5 .6
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-7 .2

-7 .6
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Figure 7.6: Limits on e* production at HERA (200 pb 1).
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A comparison with the results from LEP 1 is made in Figure 7.7 where the 95% con

fidence limits derived from failing to find an excited electron peak at £  =  1.15p6_1 are 

compared to the equivalent results published by the OPAL collaboration [17]. So, given 

the same luminosity one would expect more stringent limits on compositeness from HERA 

rather than LEP. Note, the effective cross sections have been corrected in the data calcu

lated in this work to assume a 100% branching ratio e* —* ey since this is an assumption 

of the OPAL paper.

-3 .6

- 4

- 4 . 4

-4 .8

-5 .2

-5 ,6

—<J)—

o HERA -  H1- 6

■ LEP1 -  OPAL

- 6 . 4

225200175150125100

Figure 7.7: Limits on e* production at HERA/HI and LEP1/OPAL (1.15 pb~1).
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111 reference [19] Treille et al. study the compositeness limits available at LEP 2 also 

based on single production e+ e“ —> e ^ e ^ .  A 100% branching ratio e* —» e'y is again 

assumed. In Figure 7.8 results for 500p&^1 from LEP 2 and HERA are compared. These 

results show tha t at masses above 50 GeV  HERA will provide more stringent limits on the 

scale of e* production interactions than both LEP 1 and LEP 2 given the same integrated 

luminosities. Since the anticipated luminosities for the 3 colliders are roughly equal [12] 

one can therefore expect the highest limits on A to come from HERA results.

At a more realistic estimate for HERA of 200p&~1 of to tal data HERA can be expected 

to extend limits on A to approximately 4000GeP at m e* = 80GeP and 600GeF at m e* — 

240C?eP.
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Figure 7.8: Limits on e* production at HERA/HI and LEP2 (500 p b '1).
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7 .3 .2  E x c ite d  E lec tro n  M ass L im its  at H E R A

Another composite limit which can be set at HERA is the highest mass which can be 

excluded at 95% confidence limit for a given £  and A.

Approximate e* mass limits for various values of £  and A are shown in Figure 7.9. Zero 

entries correspond to mass limits below 40 G eV , the mass range already excluded at 95% 

in pair production studies at LEP [16]. It can be seen that the present limits on e* 

from single production searches (Table 2.5) shall be much improved at HERA, and with 

more stringent requirements on the transition coupling. For example, lOOjpfc-1  of data is 

expected to exclude e* masses from 200GeF(A = lOOOGeV) to 90GeF(A — 3000GeV) at 

95% confidence levels.

Given 200p&-1  of HERA data masses up to 220(7eV can be excluded (A =  1000<7eF). 

For masses above this value one runs out of rate for realistic values of A.
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Figure 7.9: Excited electron mass limits from HERA.
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7.4 C on clu sion s

The results of this study show that the prospects for extending composite searches and 

limits at HERA are very promising.

Using a general event selection procedure, limits on the interaction scale A can be 

extended to values comparable to those set on composite scale Ac from contact interaction 

studies, and are expected to be in excess of those set by both LEP and LEP II. Mass 

limits on single e* production supercede existing results with more stringent restrictions 

on the transition coupling A(= ).

These results can be improved on by introducing more mass dependent cuts into the 

selection procedure and possibly increasing the estimated e* event identification efficiency 

in a study of the signal using the full detector Monte Carlo.
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